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AVCOM'S PSA-35 spectrum analyzer is the hal lmark of a professional,  and total ly indespensible for SCPC and video
downl inking appl icat ions. Ful ly portable, rechargeable batter ies, s ix band frequencycoveragefrom below 10 MHzto
1.5 GHz, plus 3.7 to 4.2 GHz and when mated with appropriate LNB, coverage of Ku band as wel l .  LNA or LNB
power ing  is  bu i l t - in  and many accessor ies  inc lud ing 'T l 'horn ,  d i rec t  f requency  readout  ad jus tab le  bandwid th
sweepers and cal ibrators are avai lable. The PSA-35 wi l l  become the most usef u I  piece of eq uipment in you r shop or on
your service truck. With i t ,  you can tackle vir tual ly any downl ink service or instal lat ion job, whether narrow band or
w ide  band,  C band or  Ku band!  And the  pr ice  is  r igh t ;$1965 user  ne t .

PLUS AVCOM provides you with a wide range of special receivers and test
instruments for special ized appl icat ions. Our COM-66T and COM-657
offer unique features for the professional v ideo Cownl ink instal lat ion, such
as educat ional and business inst i tut ions demand for high video resolut ion,
superior v ideo stabi l i ty,  and ful l  compatibi l i ty with Videocipher and Oak
Orion scrambl ing. Know and understand the special  equipment designed
by the creat ive people at AVCOM where inncvat ion in microwave dates
back to 1976.
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ALL around you people and businesses are instal l ing
and using satel l i te systems. Radio stat ions, brokerage
houses, real  estate f i rms, even 7-11! Each of these
instal lat ions requires rout ine maintenance, trouble-
shoot ing when they fai l ,  test and al ignment.  Ult imately,
thousands o f  d ish  te rmina ls  w i l l  be  ins ta l led  w i th in  your
' t rade area' .  NOW is the t ime to ' turn professional ' ,
equ ipp ing  yourse l f  w i th  the  equ ipment  and t ra in ing  you
need to be a ful l -service satel l i te professional for your
market.

AVCOM can helo

.&coAd *

ALL SCPC users, whether 4 or 12 GHz, require special
data or voice networking receivers. AVCOM offers a f  ul l
l ine of narrow-band receivers designed exclusively for
the exact ing requirements of SCPC. These receivers
can be 's tacked '  us ing  typ ica l  BDC techn iques  w i th  lF
loop{hrough, or used in stand-alone conf igurat ion. Al l
are professional in design with 1' .2 or 1:3 expandor
modules and otherf  ul l -oro features. Al l  can be added to
most existing systems

E AVCOM PSA-35'" Portable Spectrum Analyzei
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H Satellite
Our Spun Antennas Have The Accuracy For Ku-Band Reception

Spun perforated is our top of the line antenna available
in 5', 6', 8', 9', and 10'. lts the best antenna you can buy
and 12 gigahertz compatible. We also make a 5' and 6'
double ring protable unit. DH keeps over 10,000 TVRO
antennas in inventory.

DH manufactures the spun aluminum antennas on their
11 spinning machines. All antennas are template
checked to 12 gigahertz tolerance. We manufacture
many private label antennas and can produce the size,
thickness and F/D ratio you want.

Our aluminum and steel premeshed Black Shadow
series available is a 10' size, 4 section with .3 FiD
ratio. lt has a rear adjustable buttonhook. We also
manfacture a 1 piece 8'-6" antenna.

Sold By Most Major Distributors
CALL 1.800-392.6884 FOR THE NAME OF THE DISTRIBUTOR NEAREST YOU.

SAtell itg p.o. Box 23e c prairie du chien, wt 53821-eeeo
Oslo, Noruay call: 01 1-47255-8058 Mexico Cily, Mexico call: 01 1-525-514-0909
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OUR COVER/ Antennas, like the
proverbial spring flowers, are
slowly coming back into 'bloom'

as the long winter cold snap is re-
laxing over most of the USA. Yes,
business is regaining some of its
former strength.
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How tp beat the high cost
of .h.up metels.

You getwhat you pay for.
So get the Fluke 70 Series.

You'll get more meter for your money,
whether you choose the affordable 73,
the feature-packed 75 or the deluxe 7Z

All of them will give you years of
performance, long after cheaper meters
have pegged their fishhook needles for
the last time.

Thats because they're built to last, in-
side and out. So they're tough t0 break. They
don't blow fuses all the time. You don't
even have to replace batteries as often.

And theyTe backed by a 3-year wananty.
Not the usual 1-year.

0f course, you may only care that the
world-champion 70 Series combines digital
and analog displays with more automatic
features, greater accuracy and easier opera-
tion than any other meters in their class.

You may not care that they have a lower
overall cost of ownershio than all the other"bargain" meters out there.

But just in case, now you know.
For a free brochure 0r your nearest dis-

tributoI cal I tol ljree 1-800-227-3800,
ert.229.

FROM THE WORLD LEADER
IN DIGITAL MUTIIMETERS.

--E
FLUKE 73 FLUKE 75 FLUKE 77
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Editor's View

The Making Of The Avcom Commercial
Patti and I found ourselves home on Provo in mid-March with an

extra assignment: create a documentary traininE (video) tape for
Avcom, dealing with the proper use of spectrum analyzers. I had
begun warehousing videotape from such locations as Lexington, Ken-
tucky, and Indianapolis last fall on the subiect of Tl. The basic field
pieces I would need could be shot in and around Fort Lauderdale,
using TVRO dealer Frank Abruzzo and his trusted assistant Alli Lake.
It would be hard to create a full tape on Tl detection and cures here on
Providenciales since we have no 4 gHz terrestrial microwave within
600 miles.

Then, as an after thought, it was also decided that a television com-
mercial for use on Boresight and Satellite Showtime might be a good
'small proiect' while we were shooting and editing the one hour
documentary anyhow. Television commercials being what they are in
this industry at this point in time, you point a camera at a person talking
about some exotic, new piece of equipment. lf you get very creative,
you shoot the same monologue f rom two different angles and then edit
it together to make it look like you were on a big budget using two
separate cameras.

Well, one day after arriving on Provo, Patti reminded me of the
promise to do the commercial and I grunted something to the effect,
"Oh yeah, we'll have to remember to dothat." And think about it I did-
for about 60 seconds. So she reminded me again. "Lets not do a tra-
dit ional commercial," she suggested. I  grunted again.

Not doing atraditional commercial simply meansthatyou startwith
a clean slate: no preconceptions of what the commercial should say
or how it says it. "Let's somehow use this beach and the beautiful
scenery," Patti suggested. "Maybe we can find somebody here to do
the audio and appear in the commercial," she went on. We were lying
in the sunshine on the beach at the time this serious discussion was
going on. Several nudes from Club Med wandered by-l was begin-
ning to see the possibilities here.

Club Med, in the last year, has introduced nude sunbathing to our
tranquil island. People still wear clothing in town, thank God, but virtu-
ally anyplace else you are likely to find people in various stages of un-
dress. Marshall Foiles, who runs things for us down here, observes, "l

am totally numbed by nudity; the only time I even glance back to look
more closely is when there are two people, one of each sex, both are
nude, and they are engaging in an ancient exercise ritual. Otherwise,
I don't even look back." I know, that seems difficult to believe. I would
have the chance to prove that to myself and to Patti, however.

So how do we find a pair of 'models' for our Avcom spectrum
analyzer commercial? Patti suggested we just sit on the beach in front
of our home and 'interview' people who walked by nude. yes, we were
going to have a shot at making a'nude commercial' for Avcom. No, we
weren't too sure how Andy Hatfield was going to react to seeing his
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product displayed with raw flesh next to it. We'd find out.
After a few hours of watching nudes, we tired of that exercise and

decided that most of the people who come to Club Med have traveled
here out of desperation; for whatever physical or emotional reason,
they are on a short rope and probably desperate for attention. We
hadn't seen anything of the 'quality' we needed for the commercial. So
we were ready to give up on the concept. But as luck would have it, we
found ourselves shopping for groceries and Patti bumped into a
couple at the check-out counter. She found out that they were staying
at a local hotel and offered them a ride back to their hotel since we
were qoing in that direction anyhow. This would turn out to be a very
fortunate meeting.

Wil l iam Mitchel l  and 'Shir ina'are in the publishing business. They
live in New York City but moved there only six months ago from Lon-
don. He is very English, an Oxford graduate. She is a graphic de:
signer, and I could not help but notice that Shirina was a very classy
'graphic design' all by herself . They confided to us that they liked to va-
cation where they could shuck all clothing and explore deserted
beaches in the buff. Totally nude. That seemed like a harmless hobby
IO me.

So we asked them if they would be interested in modeling for us tor
a test commercial, and would Bill read the commercial copy to go
with it? Naturally, we offered to pay them since modeling is a business
like anything else, and they agreed. That was mid-afternoon on a
Thursday. Patti and I had to hurry home and write and outline the shots
for a complete TV commercial series, before 8:30 AM the next morn-
Ing .

Our weather is always nice, but sometimes it is nicer than nice. Fri-
day morning turned out to be the best of the best; virtually dead calm
on land and sea, no clouds to mar the sun's rays, and most of the
equipment was working properly. Our models were on time, and we
wenttowork. Uptothis point, no mention of nudity inthe commercial.

The commercial message was simple enough; anyone purchasing
an Avcom PSA-35 spectrum analyzer from the distributor, Satellite
Video Services, before June 14th would be eligible for seven days and
seven nights at Treasure Beach Resort in the Turks and Caicos ls-
lands. The commercial was to simply alert people to this special bonus
and to cause them to telephone Satellite Video Services for full details.

To create this message, we wanted to have Bill and Shirina look re-
laxed and comfortable on the beach. A PSA-35 would always be close
by, just as if everyone carried their own spectrum analyzer to the
beach all of the time. ltried to explain that to our models.

"How about Shirina and I doing the commercial nude?" asked
Mitchell. I glanced quickly at Patti. She was looking down at the
ground. I knew what she was thinking.

"Well, actually Patti and I had talked about how we could liven up
the commercial," I offered. We had located a small bikini bathing suit

Coop/continued on page 25
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TE TV DEALERSUPPORT
: VI DEVORLD.

Luxor's got your kit together
And it's loaded with hot ideas to

help our valued Luxor dealers make
lots of cold hard $$$.

Because, at Luxo4 we're not only
committed to supporting you with the
world's finest oualitv SatellihTV
products-we also iim to do every-
tl'ung we can to make it as eary as pos-
sible for you to clinch the sale.

For openers, therc are tips on how
to help you sell likeWillie Loman.
(Pssst, don't forget to mention Luxor's
60 day hassle-free rcplacement
wananty)

And a big national co-op cam-
pargn. Which for a ridiculously little
cost t0 you, gets your name advertised
in Sports Illustrated, Time, Newsweek
and U.S. Neu,s & World Report.

Local co-op ne\ /spapel too. It
canies your name.We cary half of the
c0st.

Also 60-second radio that iden-
ffies you and your store. PIus in-store
prcmotionai material-posbru, litera
hre, and rufty give aways. Even tips
on howto get publicrty-free.

The whole kit and caboodle? Just
$49.95 (plus $5 for postage and han-
dfrng) fr'om your diskibutor 0r call
Luxor toll free 1800 245-9995.

ftffia'
Luxor of Scondincvio.

The birthploce of sotellite TV



ANTENNA
BASIGS
Part Two
by Jim Vines

Gain, l l lumination and Noise Temperature
An antenna that sees with equal ampli tude in al l  direct ions (up and

down, left and right, and front and back) is called an 'isotropic radiator'
(diagram 13). Such an antenna exists in theory only, yet it is a conve-
nient and precise reference against which the. directivity (gain) of
microwave (including TVRO) antennas is measured.

Microwave antenna gain is stated in dBi-decibels over an 'isot-

ropic source.' At VHF frequencies and lower, it is more customary to
state antenna gain in reference to a tuned half-wave dipole (dB-d or
simply dB) (diagram 1 4). A half-wave dipole has a radiation or 'seeing'

pattern that is best described as doughnut-like or torroidal; and its gain
when referenced to an isotropic radiator is 2.1 5 dBi. Referenced to it-
self, that gain of a haltwave dipole is OdB-d (or dB). Similarly, an isot-
ropic radiator when self-referenced has a gain of zero dBi.

While surface accuracy is the essential ingredient all home satellite
antennas must have folhigh gain and low side lobe levels, that alone
isn't enough. To take full advantage of an accurately contoured dish
surface, the feed should illuminate the dish as evenly as possible with
as abrupt a cut-off as possible at the dish edge. ldeally the feed would
illuminale the dish with equal amplitude from center to edge with an
abrupt, total cut-off atthe dish edge. The'ideal' home satellite antenna
would thus feature 100 percent illumination efficiency.

Several factors prevent the achievement of 100 percent illumina-
tion efficiency. The feed, first of all, is hottest in the central region of the
dish and it does see to some degree beyond the dish edge (thus de-
tecting thermal noise from the ground as well as terrestrial microwave
interference). The feed and its supports also create a sudden 'discon-

tinuity' or interruption within the incoming satellite RF wavefront,
further reducing illumination efficiency and increasing the antenna's
noise temperature. Without such interruptions the perfect dish would
concentrate 84 percent of the incoming RF wavefront in its main lobe
with the remaining 16 percent falling into the side lobes. Because of
the shadowing or discontinuity caused by the feed and its supports,
less than 84 percent of the RF energy is concentrated in the main lobe
and more than 16 percent winds up in the side lobes.

So while a very good feed may achieve almost 80 percent illumina-
tion efficiency, the feed and its supports cause a reduction in net effi-
ciency. Al l  discontinuit ies, sudden or gradual, have a defocussing or
phase-allering effect on the RF wavefront, and so constiiute minor
VSWR mismatches, With all mismatches, including those that occur
within the feed and the ones that are caused by the dish surface imper-
fections, the best net illumination that can be extracted from a prime
focus antenna is about 70 percent; or a little less for small dishes
(under 6-8 feet) because the feed cannot be 'shrunk.' In "Beyond

Brute Gain," we will investigate the comprehensive performance en-
hancements that are possible by way of 'offsetting' the feed and its
supports so that the RF wavefront remains undisturbed.

Another factorthat prevents an'evenly illuminating'feed from actu-
ally seeing all of the dish evenly is space attenuation. This is the 'di-

vergence factor,' and it is relatively more severe for deeper dishes

Diagram 13 - The Spherical "Seeing" Pattern Of An
lsotropic Radiator

HallU/ave Dipole

Diagram t4 - The Torroidal or Doughnut-Like "Seeing"

Pattern of a Tuned Half-Wave Dipole

than for shallow ones. To overcome the divergence factor and achieve
100 percent illumination efficiency the feed would have to be progres-
sively more sensitive away from the dish center going out to the dish
edge. Finally, like the feed and its supports, the edge of the dish itself
is a discontinuity which is best left 'unseen' as much as possible by the
feed.

"Folded Path" designs such as cassegrain and gregorian achieve
compounded f/d ratios of 1.5 more thus reducing the'divergence fac-
tor' and achieving net illumination efficiencies of as much as 76 and77
percent. Because these designs require a fairly large subreflector
(which cannot be shrunk for smaller dish sizes), their break-even point
with prime focus antennas occurs at about 20 feet at 4 gHz (or 7 feet at
12gHz). The antenna designer who "does his homework" takes extra
time with his feed OEM supplier to select a feed whose edge taper
characteristics best match his dish's focal length-to-diameter (f/D)
ratio. For example, equipping a dish whose f/D ratio is .4 (subtended
angle in front of feed = 127 degrees) with afeed intended foradish f i
D ratio of .3 (subtended angle = 160 degrees) will result in rather se-
vere'spi l lover'  i l lumination.

The consequence of spi l lover i l lumination is an increase in the an-
tenna's noise temperature. In addition to seeing satellites, the an-
tenna now sees more of the 'thermal glare' of ground, foliage, build-
ings, etc. By analogy, we might imagine the black sky being 'greyed'or

to a greater or lesser degree and so reducing the contrast between
satellites and surrounding sky. ldeally the satellites would appear to '4

gHz eyes' as bright white pinpoints strung across the southern sky
from east to west. The sky would be black and the grcjund would be in-
visible or at most a dul l  grey.

The following 'mental exercise' may prove helpful. lmagine being
able to see the world aI4 gHz: at only 3 degrees Kelvin the sky over-

CSD/May 1986
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Diagram l5 - ldealized 4-gHz Plot For Theoretically
Perfect I O-foot Diameter TVRO Antenna

head is black with the barest suggestion of grey. As you lower your
gaze toward the horizon the entire sky is washed out by the 'blinding

iridescence' of the Earth, glaring with a brightness of 250-300 degrees
Kelvin. Cupping your hands about your'4 gHz eyes'restores a meas-
ure of blackness to the sky, allowing a view of thal curious string of
small dots: the satellites that populate the Clarke Orbit Belt.

AI4 gHz, trees and bui ldings wil l  also glow. Now suppose our van-
tage point is situated beneath a Ma Bell microwave path. Even il the
source is hidden f rom direct view the bui ldings and trees that shield us
from direct exposure will be brightly silhouetted, so brighily in fact that
we must again cup our eyes to avoid being bl inded.

The abi l i ty (or inabi l i ty) of a home satel l i te antenna to obtain a high
contrast view of satellites at any look angle relative to the horizon's
thermal glare can be measured in degrees Kelvin. Typical noise tem-
perature values for 4 to 40 foot diameter dishes are furnished in Table
3 which also provides G/T values.

G/T in a different forum, the term "system G/T f igure of merit" is un-
doubtedly discussed in greater depth. Nevertheless, no discussion of
home satellite antennas can ignore the subject of system G/T, since
the antenna is the main factor in determining how high (or low) the sys-
tem G/T is.

As several scenarios will demonstrate, system G/T-not antenna
gain-is what bears a decibel-for-decibel relationship with receiver
carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR). System noise temperature (Ts) includes
antenna noise temperature, LNA noise temperature, and (if neces-
sary) cable attenuation; in short, anything that can impact on system
performance. The system G/T figures of merit for various dish/LNA
combinations ignores coaxial cable losses since it is assumed that
an adequate LNA gain is used to overcome line losses.

G/T = Gain of antenna minus 10 log (System noise lemperature)
OR G/T = Ga-10 log (Ts)

Example: The antenna under consideration is a high performance
10 foot instrument with 40.4 dBi gain, and its noise temperature at a
look angle of 40 degrees is 36 degrees Kelvin. The LNA attached to
the feed has a noise temperature of 80 degrees Kelvin. Now to replace
the letters in the formula with numbers:

G/T = 40.4- 10 log (36 degrees K + B0 degrees K)

G/T = 40.4-10 log (1 16 degrees K)
To obtain a '10 log' value for 1 16 degrees K, we produce table 4:

The 'Ts' for the 1 0 foot antenna and B0 degree K LNA was found to
be 1 1 6degrees K (36degrees K + S0degrees K). Convert ing 1 16 de-
grees K (which is between 100 degrees K and 126 degrees K in Table
4) we should obtain a '10 log' value of about 20.6; which we can now
'plus in' to the formula:

Gfi = 4O.4-20.6
G/T = 19.8 dB/K (decibels/Kelvin)
ls a system G/T of 19.8 dB/K enough to 'drive'the receiver above

its carrierto-noise (CNR) threshold, so that the last traces of 'hits' of
impulse noise are absent from the output video? There is a convenient
formula for f inding CNR values:

CNR = EIRP + G/T-Path Loss Factor
Where EIRP is the effective isotropic radiated power from the

satellite transponder, expressed in decibel watts (dBw). A fairly typical
value for much of the USA is 34 dBw.

Thus: CNR = 34.0 dBw + 19.8 dB/K-Path Loss Facror

System Temperature (TS) 10 Log

506'Kefvin ,  =27
4 0 0 . .  . . = 2 6
3 1 5 . .  . . . = 2 5
2 5 3 . .  . = 2 4
2 0 0 . .  . . = 2 3
1 5 8  . .  . = 2 2
1 2 6 . .  . . = 2 1
1 0 0 . .  . . = 2 O
7 9 . . .  . = 1 9
6 3 . . .  . . . . . . = 1 8
5 0 . . .  . . . . . . = 1 7

TABLE 4 - Obtaining "10 log" value from system noise tem-
perature (Ts).

MULTIPLE SATELLITE FEEDS
A B C
I A I J
l ^ l  ^ /*lTU/-
t l i
l l /
i , i

FEED ''A'' FEED "8" FEED ''C''

Diagram l6 - With Multipte Sateilite Feeds, Onty The
Center Feed "B" ls At The Disht Optical Axis,
The Off-Axis Feeds "A" and "C" Exhibit "Coma-Lobe,'

Buifd-up Which May Lead To Adjacent Satellite
lnterference.

CSD/May 1986



Path Loss Factorvaries with satellite look angle above horizon;the
path length from TVRO site to a satellite straight overhead (possible
only at the Equator) is less than the path length to a satellite near to the
horizon. For this scenario, the satellite look angle is 44 degrees and
the receiver's lF bandwidth (BW) is 30 mHz. To obtain a numerical
value for the Path Loss Factor, we present Table 5.

PATH LOSS FACTOR
Look
Angle BW=36mHz BW=30mHz BW=25mHz BW= 16mHz

90' 42.51 41.72 40.93 39.01
78" 42.53 41 .74 40.95 39.03
67" 42.63 41 .84 41 .05 39.13
55' 42.76 41 .97 41 .1 I  39.26
44" 42.96 42.17 41 .38 39.46
33" 43.16 42.37 41 .58 39.66
22" 43.36 42.57 41.78 39.86
1 1' 43.56 42.77 41 .98 40.06
1' 43.81 43.02 42.23 40.23

TABLE 5-Path Loss Factor as a function of locik angle and re-
ceiver lF Bandwidth.

Armed with the information from Table 5, the numerical value for
the Path Loss Factor can be inserted in the CNR formura:

CNR = 34 .0  dBw + 19 .8  dB lK-42.17
C N R  =  1 1 . 6 3  d B
For a receiver whose real world CNR threshold is 9 dB, the result-

ing margin of 2.63 dB (1 1.63-9.0) is enough to banish the last,hits,of
impulse noise from the brightest reds and hottest pinks to appear on
screen.

LNA Gain And System G/T
By now someone is asking, "Why not include LNA gain in the G/T

equation?" Why not indeed; after all, the LNA does amplify. lt
amplifies what the antenna sees-both signals and noise. But then
the LNA adds some noise of its own, reducing the'contrast, between
signal and noise that was 'presented' to it by the antenna. A 60 degree
Kelvin LNA adds 60 degrees K of noise or 'contrast' reduction; a 100
degree K LNA adds 100 degrees K of noise, and so forth. lf coaxial
cable didn't  attenuate the satel l i te RF energy, or i f  the RF block down-
converter (or any kind of downconverter) didn't add noise of its own, or
if the entire system from dish through demodulator were both lossless
and noiseless, LNAs would be unnecessary! But for the future, brute
gain (albeit with some noise added) of the LNA is necessary to ,wash

over'the inbvitable losses and noise sources in current state-of-the-
art equipment.

How Much Gain ls Possible?
Having examined the concept of system G/T we will now consider

two major determinants of G/T figure of merit; antenna gain and an-
tenna noise temoerature.

One can extract only so much gain, and no more, from an antenna
of any given size. Let us consider an optical telescope, since the
parameters that limit resolving power (gain) of a telescope are the
same factors that limit the gain of a TVRO antenna. Optical engineers
know that the image of a star, even in a'perfecily'made telescope, is
not a point but a small circular disk of light (footnote 3). The size of the
disk determines how well the telescope will resolve detail and de-
pends on the size of the instrument's objective lens (for a refracting
telescope) or mirror (for a ref lecting telescope). In an ideal case where
there are no obstructions in the optical path (as in a refractor or an off-
axis reflector) this central spot will contain 84 percent of the energy
from the star with the remaining 16 percent being spread in a system

of concentric rings.
In antenna parlance the concentric rings are called side lobes. An

antenna that concentrates 84 percent of the incoming satellite RF
wavefront energy into its main lobe or central spot is said to be diffrac-
tion limited. (This is not to say that the illumination efficiency of the an-
tenna is 84 percent). To attempt to concentrate more energy (than 84
percent) into the main lobe is like asking a perfect 8 foot TVRO an-
tenna to match the gain of a perfect 10 foot dish.

In actual practice even perfect TVRO antennas fail to concentrate
84 percent of the incoming RF energy into their main lobes, due to the
obstruction by the feed and its supports. (ln "Beyond Brute Gain," we
will consider how feed and feed support obstructions will be 'designed

out'  of the'next generation' of TVRO antennas.)
Finally, for what it is worth, the 200 inch telescope mirror at Mt.

Palomar has a gain of 148dBi atawavelength of 591 nanometers (bi l-
l ionths of a meter);which is the Sodium 'd'  l ine in the visible l ight spec-
trum.

rEEU

Diagram t 7 - Measuring For Feed Centration

Antenna Noise Temperature
The difference in relative amplitude or strength of the TVRO an-

tenna's main and minor (side) lobes determines how'contrasty' the
satel l i tes'appear' to the antenna. Very low sidelobe levels (relat ive to
the main lobe) mean that the antenna is less l ikely to be bl inded by the
off-axis interference from adjacent satellites, ground noise (heat) or
Ma Bell. The noise temperature for most regions of the sky is 3 de-
grees Kelvin. This is the echo from the Big Bang at the creation of the
Universe, general ly thought to have occurred 15 bi l l ion years ago.

The ground temperature ranges from 233 degrees K (-40 degrees
C, -40 degrees F) to 323 degrees K (50 degrees C, 122 degrees F)
within the contiguous 48 United States, which should explain why the
ground at 4 gHz is so much 'brighter ' than the sky. The sky is very
nearly Absolute Zero (no thermal activity) and so it is essentially black
as 'seen' by a 4 gHz TVRO antenna. 'Working' the satellites at the low
to ultra-low (under 5 degree) look angles typical in the High Arctic calls
for very low antennaside lobe levels. Otherwise 'bird hunting' nearthe
horizon is a little like trying to identify your closest friend when he,s
point ing a f lashl ight at you.

The first requisite for side lobe control is a very accurate dish sur-
face. Having achieved that, selection of the feed as discussed earlier
is important. There are cases where side lobe suppression is more im-
portant than maximum gain or a normal balance between gain and
side lobe suppression. Where terrestrial microwave interference is se-
vere il is desirable to use a feed that under-illuminates the dish (dia-
gram 18, bottom example).

Considerable controversy has developed over the trendy use of
short f/D ratios to obtain higher gain with lower side lobes/lower noise
temperatures. As shown in diagram 19, with short f/D ratios the dish
Footnote 3-"Diftraction Effects by Obstructions in Beflecting Telescopes ot Modest
Size" by Edgar Everhart, University ot Connecticut physics Department; and Joseph
W. Kantorski, American Optical Company Research Division-Astronomical Journal,
December 1959.
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Dlagram 18
Over, Optim,zed, And Under fllumination Of Dish
Feed.

By
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subtends a greater angle across the feed's 'field of view.'A feed with
wider peripheral vision must be specif ied to adequately i l luminate a
dish having a short f/D ratio.

It is tempting to discuss the pros and cons of 'deep-dishing' in
greater detail. Where small dishes are required for reasons of space
or cost, a short (.3 or less) f/D ratio may render better system G/Ts.
This may not be so much due to the optical geometry afforded by
deep-dishing as it is to the greater rigidity (contour retention) it makes
possible. Another commonly overlooked advantage of deep-dishing is
the greater ease with which the feed can be supported at the exact
focal point of the deep dish.

An average dish, flD ratio of .37S for example, can provide excep-
tionally good low look angle performance, as documented (footnote 4)
in CSD and CSD/2 by this writer. The relative failure of severar expen-
sive US built 5 and 6 meter cassegrain antennas in the low look angle
viewing conditions (nearby) in the High Arctic may have been due not
so much to their cassegrain design per se, but to the added complexity
of the design which is best left to an experienced installer.

Earlier we demonstrated a simple formula to calculate system G/T.
Consider a pair of neighboring TVROs with identical dishes, LNAs,
and receivers. However 'A' has a feed which was selected for

TVROA TVROB
Antenna Diameter 10 Ft 10 Ft
Edge Taper of Feed - High Gain : Low Side Lobes
AntennaGain 40.6dBi 40.0dBi
LNANoiseTemp BO"K B0"K
AntennaNoiseTemp(40") 40"K 2E"K
AntennaNoiseTemp(1O" 100"K 40K
S'ystemG/T(40"K) 19.9d8/K 19.8d8/K
SystemG/T(10"K) 18.1dB/K 19.3d8/K

f / n -  q

FOCAL POINT
f /D :  .25 .1--, t:u'!tY'

t )
i  lso'

WhenflD - .25
The Dish Rim ls Even V/ith lts Focal Plane. Hence The Desionation Of"Focal Plane Antenna. "

Diagram | 9 - The Angte Subtended By The Dish Across
The Feed's "Faeld Of View" Increases As The Dish's Focal
Length - To - Diameter Ratio ls Decreased. The
Selection And Design of TI/RO Feeds Must Take The
Dish's f/D Ratio Into Account. Generally A Shorter
{Deeperf JID Ratio Results In Lower ,,Noise

Temperature," Particularly At Low "Look Angles"-With
A Slight Reduction In Gain lBecause At Deep f/D Ratios
The "Dish" ls Harder To llluminate.f Surface Accuracy ls
At l-east Equallylmportant InMinimizing Side LobesAnd
Noise Temperature.

maximum dish i l lumination while 'B' has a feed that was chosen for low
side lobe levels. While A & B are equal at a 40 degree look angle, B en-
joys a significant 1.2 dB/K advantage when both are aimed to 1O de-
grees elevations. This scenario takes on a special urgency for TVRO
installers in New England and the Canadian Maritime provinces who
are trying to access good reception from Satcom F3R and Galaxv 1.

Beyond Brute Gain-2 Degree Spacing
Vtlith 2 (or 2-112) degree satellite spacing fast becoming the norm,

the problem of maintaining adequate carrier-to- interference (C/l)
ratios goes beyond merely guarding against next door satellites. The
summed or combined strengths of the satellites across a fairly wide
swath of sky has to be kept well below the carrier level of the desired
satel l i te.

The FCC's latest (1983) 29 minus 25 Log Theta Spec describes an'envelope'within which satel l i te up-and downlink antennas should be
confined. the FCC rules allow for a few 'spikes'to poke through the en-
velope so long as the antenna's averaged pattern 'sums out'within the
envetooe.

Optical engineers call this the 'modular transfer function.' For
example, camera lenses are no longer rated solely by the maximum
number of lines per mm they can barely resolve; instead they are rated
by the method known as MTF or modular transfer function: by what
percent contrast can lhe lens render parallel lines of a specified spac-
ing at the focal (film) plane of the cameras? One hundred percent con-
trast means that there is no spillover of black into the white area be-
tween lines and vice versa. lt is more desirable for example to achieve
9070 contrast at 50 lines/mm with a rapid image breakdown at 60 lines/

Footnote 4-"TV at the Outer Limits,', CSD 9/83. ,,Beyond the Arctic Circle,,,CSD-2 8/
84.
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Dlagran 20
Classical Cassegrain Geometry

By multiplying the "primary" flO nt o by a factor of 5
or 6, the cassegrain design is able to extract slightly
higher illumination efficiency and therefore higher
gain; beginning at an aperture of about 6 meters. In
smaller sizes the secondary lsubf reflector cannot be
correspondingly rcduced, causing a reduction in gain
and higher side lobe levels - particularly so adjacent to
the main lobe, Although Cassegrain antennas have
higher noise temperatures than equal-size prime focus
antennas - their large size guarantees respectable noise
temperatures (providing that their "cumulatlve"

optical accuracy is held to very tight tolerancesf.
For "uplink" stations, Cassegrain geometry ls

for convenience; as the HPAS can be bolted darectly to
the rear flange of the feed.

mm than to barely resolve line detail at 70 lines/mm and yet only
achieve 30% contrast at 50 lines/mm.

In the modern 4 gHz world, the 29 minus 25 Log Theta specif ication
requires a TVRO antenna to achieve a very high 'MTF' contrast rating
at a spacing density of one satellite per two degrees.

With alternating polarization schemes, adjacent satellites can be
separated with satisfactory contrast providing that the TVRO feed ls
accurately centered on the dish's optical axis (Diagrams 16 & 17) and
that the feed's cross-pole isolation is reasonably well maintained out
to +/- 6 or B degrees off axis. The reflective surface of the dish must
be very accurate both cross-sectionally and axially (free of rim wow).
Which leads to the fol lowing question:

Antenna Specs-Just Ink On Paper, Or...?
(Skagway, Alaska-August 1 98l .) The owner of two CATV systems

bought a second (and vastly lower cost) 6 meter TVRO antenna for his
'headend'in nearby Haines. Although several complete LNA,/receiver
switchovers were done, it became obvious that the lower cost antenna
(which was carefully "proofed" at the job site for accuracy) delivered
better quality reception on Satcom F1 .

(Alaska North Slope, 1983). Approximately one dozen expensive 5
meter TVRO antennas failed to deliver satisfactory reception on Sat-
com F3R at an equal number on Innit settlements. The Innit ref used to
pay for the installations.

(Tuktoyaktuk, N.W.T., April 1983). This writer witnessed the instal-
lation of one of his 6 meter TVRO antennas at Gulf Oil/BeauDril's neW
High Arctic (Tuktoyaktuk) base camp; on the shore of the Arctic
Ocean. The carefully proofed 6 meter dish delivered clean reception
on all of Satcom F3R's transponders. Guests from neighboring Dome
Petroleum's base camp, boasting of a much costlier 6.1 meter name
brand TVRO with slightly more sensitive electronics, visited our hosts
at the Gulf camp to compare reception quality. "You get better pic-
tures!" d visitor exclaimed. "We get clear pictures on only six chan-
nels! '

(Mould Bay, N.W.T., March 1984) A super-knocked-down 4.85
meter antenna, proofed by this writer at this site located 700 miles

I
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Diagram 2l
"Ring Focus" Cassegrain Geometry
TYPE | - Harris "Delta Gain" (3.O5 & 6.1 Metersf
TYPE 2 -"Ealminator" By Commander Satellite Systems

Creating a focal "ring" ls one way to reduce effective
blockage by the central obstruction, making Cassegrain
{i.e., foldedf geometry practical at smaller sizes, The
representation shown above is vastly simplified,

northwest from Pt. Barrow, Alaska (on the North Slope), provided
clean or nearly clean reception on all of F3R's transponders. F3R's
look angle at 'Mould' was 4.7 degrees, compared to 1O-12 degrees
along Alaska's North Slope:the site of the lnnit  disasters.

(Resolute Bay, N.W.T., March 1984) Another professional ly
proofed 6 meter antenna delivered totally clean reception on all of
F3R's transponders except for the notorious 'second bank'transoon-
ders 2, 6, 1 O, 1 4, 1 B and 22, where a few'hits' were recorded. A distant
r ise cal led Martyr Point ate up a precious 1.5 degrees of the 3.5 de-
gree look angle that had been 'budgeted'for F3R.

The gain, noise temperature, and side lobe specs for the high
priced name brand antennas suggest that all should have delivered
better reception quality than they actually did. Had the name brand
manufacturers "fudged" their test results? Absolutely not. The prob-
lem with specs, anybody's specs, is that they constitute a 'type'test.

They are supposed to give a certain type or model of antenna a clean'bill of health.' The test is totally valid only for the sample submitted for
testing. Most importantly, trained installers assemble antennas for
range tests.

While not every production line sample of a given manufacturer,s
antenna may not go together exactly the same, at least they should be
nearly equal it both are assembled with reasonable care; even if bv dif-
ferent installers.

of significant number of point to point microwave sources lo-
cated on tower directly behind dish. The 'light' from the micro-
wave sources can be 'blinding'to the dish trying to resolve 4 gHz
satellite signals some 24,000 ( + ) miles away.
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Diagram 22
Feed suppolts should radiate rapidly away from the feed. "Close encounters" between the feed
and its suPPort alter the feed's VSWR and illumination patteln, adversely affecting antenna
gain and side lobes.

Some button-hook suPPorts practically touch the scalar rings of the feed.
No feed'LNA combination can be perfectly VSWR impedence matched; and there will always

beone ortwoVswR"sPikes"within the 3.7-4.2gHzbandwhich can be intensified bya too-ctoie
button'hook suPPort' Non-isolated LnlAs require the best impedence match possiLle with the
f9ed, another reason why feed support design requires careful attention.
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Motor Drives

';fu.o-,

Lake, a frequent contributor to CSD, studies
the various types of motor drive mechanisms
presently available in TVRO and provides some
basic information to help you understand your
options in the drive area.

The purpose of a motor drive is to focus a parabolic
antenna, or dish, on a particular satellite, and to allow re-
ception of different satellites by remote control. All motor
drives connect to a controller which provides power to
the motor, east-west control, possibly position indica-
tion, or possiblytully automatic'navigation.' (See Figure
1 . )

Since we are primarily interested in receiving
geosynchronous satellites, it is only necessary to return
the dish to a certain position, and the dish will be fo-
cused upon a specific satellite. This makesthe job much
easier than having to track a satellite that is moving with
reference to our position on the Earth.

There are generally three types of drive

A) Motorized jack screw, or linear actuator.
B) Hydraulic.
C) Chain drive and other horizon to horizon drives.

We will first discuss the jack screw or linear actuator.
This consists of a motor and gear assembly connected
to a screw-jack assembly which accomplishes the same
type of motion as the hand-crank which was more popu-
lar in days past, when fewer satellites were present. The
internal construction of the tube is usually one of two
types; acme screw or ball screw. (See Figure 2.)

The acme is essentially a nut that travels up and
down a threaded rod, with the threads quite close to-

Figure 1

gether. The ball screw has threads or channels which
are deeper and farther apart, in which travel ball bear-
ings in races mounted in a nut with the ball bearings re-
circulating as in a steering box for an automobile.

The acme screw is usually rated for dishes 500
pounds or smaller or sometimes for dishes 8 feet in
diameter or smaller. The ball screw jack is usually rated
for dishes larger than 8 feet and up to 1500 pounds. lt is,
of course, much more efficient due to reduced friction.
Two different schemes are used to keep the actuator
from tearing itself apart when it reaches the end of
travel.

I ) Nut runs up and down threaded rod.
2)Ratings typically under 500 pounds or antennas 8' or under.
3)Generally less expensive unit.

I I Ball-bearing operating similar to auto steering box.
2) Ratings generally to I 500 pounds, or antennas to I 5'
3) Generally more expensive unit.

Figure 2

ln one, a slip clutch is used in the gearbox and when
more than a preset amount of torque is required, the
clutch 'ratchets,' which protects the motor, gears and
tube. This system provides some protection to the dish if
something has been placed under it that should not be
there, i.e., a bicycle. The second method employs cams
and micro-switches to shut down motor power at preset
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physical limits. This also allows us to prevent the dish
from striking a house, tree, etc., at one end of the arc by
preventing full in-out travel of the iack.

Sensor

Pulses To
Controller

Basic controller counts ,pufses, otiginating
at_ motor as geared-wheef rotates fwhile
driving jack screw, chain drive, otheif.
Pulses are carried inside to controfler and'added' or 'subtracted, fronr last count
stored there.

Two basic methods are used to provide feedback to
a control box; either a multi-turn potentiometer tied into
the gear box, or a magnetic or optical device which is
periodically interrupted by a rotating wheel, again driv_
en from the gear box. The output, whether from a reed
switch, Hall effect sensor, or optical pickup, is a series of
pulses. The control box adds the pulses to a count for
one direction of dish travel, and subtracts them for the
other. Simple control systems merely display antenna
position and provide for east-west control, while others
automatically position the dish onto the satellite. (See
Figure 3.)

Two problems exist with the linear actuator drive:
1 ) With the end of the jack mounted to one side of the

dish, we reach a point a litfle past'straight up'where the
center of gravity now has our antenna pulling up on our ac_
tuator instead of pushing down on it. lt is atthis pointwhen
any play in the jack will shift the position of the antenna, as
would wind action. ShorUy past this point, the screw_jack
will actually contact the antenna mount, still at a point be_
fore the antenna (dish) is fully down in the other direction
(east and west). Once we have passed the straight up
point, tremendous demands will be placed on the ac_
tuator, which limits us to a fixed amount of travel, maybe
90 degrees.

2) Any dish using a linear actuator is limited in the
amount of travel possible, and thus is prevented from
seeing every satellite visible from the location of the
dish; for example, future domestic satellites to the east,
the Intelsats visible from North America and the Russian
Ghorizont bird. To obtain all satellites without removing
a linegr actuator and attaching it to the other side of the
dish means that a different type of drive must be used.
This is the so-called horizon to horizon drive system.
(See Figure 4.)

As dish approaches straight up
or ctue south, linear actuator
tube runs into parts of mount
and antenna.

One of the problems with linear actuators is
their range of travel is less than the full
geostationary atc.

Figure 4

Other Types Of Drives

. Uged primarily on large commercial antennas, hy_
draulic positions replace the function of a linear actuator. A
limited travel 30 foot diameter Az-El mount dish using
two hydraulic cylinders is extremely stable, having i
fairly good wind resistance. The antenna can be
positioned quite quickly. However, hydraulic systems
utilize high pressure oil, and must be well maintained to
prevent damage from leakage.

Horizon To Horizon Mounts
The first drive of this type to appear was the chain

drive; a 'D' shaped ring was placed on the rear of the
dish, the flat part facing the dish. A chain, of the variety
used in motorcycles, rests in this track. A series oi
sprockets and gears link the chain to a gear_reduction
motor. This type of drive offers superiorstrength over
the linear actuator because the dish is supported from
two sides. Also, the dish can now be swung through the
entire arc, approaching the horizon, with the design of
the mount and antenna determining the minimum look
angle.

Again, a pulse-counting sensing system can be
geared into the motor for position feedback or a poten_
tiometer used for the same purpose. Another type of
drive of this type uses a cogged belt instead of a chain.
Still another has a half-gear protruding from the rear of
the antenna, and a wormgear attached to the motor for
drive.

Figure 3
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To Controller Display

For each'spin'of the drive motor, a geared
wheel turns, driving the chain drive for-
wand or reverse. Each gear movement is
'counted'by the sensor and each count is
'pulsed' to the controller display.

Figure 5

Gontroller Systems
The simplest controller system includes a motor

power supply, usually 36 volts DC, east/west (up/down)
control buttons, and a digital position display. The dis-
play is either pulse-count driven in Hall effect/reed
switch/optical systems, or simply indicates voltage in
potentiometer systems. Regardless, the user records
the position numbers for each desired satellite when the
system is installed. When it is desired to access another
satellite, the appropriate button is pressed and held as
the dish moves until the desired number is reached. At
this point, the user releases the east or west button and
dish motion ceases. (See Figure 5.)

In the programmable systems each satellite is lo-
cated at the time of installation and the location stored
into memory. The internal count (or voltage) is memorized
by the unit and when the user wishes to access a satellite,
he merely steps through a list of names in memory or di-
rectly presses keys corresponding to the name and
number of the satellite. The positioner automatically in-
itates dish motion and stops on the desired satellite. Pa-
rental lock-out on programmable drives and some easV
west units is a feature available on these types of systems.
Most programmable units are quite a bit more sophisti-
cated internally than the easVwest with position indication
units.

Installation Procedures
When installing a linear actuator, take care not to

mount the tube so that lateral or side-loading force is
placed upon the tube. This would place a strain on the

unit that it is not intended to handle, and will also void the
warranty. Insure that full extension or retraction of the
actuator tube will not place the dish antenna in contact
with something otherthan air. lf this is not possible, tryto
use an actuator with programmable limit switches to
prevent over-travel. Some controllers have programma-
ble electronic limits, but if there is any problem with the
sensing system, or the controller, these limits might not
be relied upon. (See Figure 6.)

Mount drive so water drains out
of tube, down, to ground.

Ground

Figure 6

Mount the actuator with the drain holes facing down,
on some units this is motor up, on some motor down. Try
to use swivel rod ends at the attachment points, these
will take up slight angular irregularities and insure longer
life. Some linear actuators come with rubber bellows to
keep out moisture and it is recommended that you
grease the actuator tubes on units without bellows. (See
Figure 7.)

lf your dish requires you to mount your own bracket
onto the reflector, mount it as far away from the center of
the dish as possible to get the desired travel as this pro-
vides more strength. lf the dish cannot be removed be-
fore a major windstorm, i.e., hurricane, assume that the
support provided by the actuator is inadequate and tie
down the dish from several points. While tornados can-
not be predicted in advance, try to place dishes in shel-
tered areas in tornado-prone regions.

There is an art to adjusting chain tension in chain driv-
en horizon to horizon mounts; too much tension is as
bad as too little. Do use shielded cable in any pulse
counting systems (optical, Hall effect, reed switch) and
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Grease both inner (extended)
and outer tubes heavily to pre-
vent oxidation, rust, binding.

Figure 7

connect the shield to ground or controller case. This will
reduce the chances of mis-positioning tremendously.
Consider the use of crimp-on 'Butt splice' connectors for
any splices that need to be made; if you don't have
these, solder your connections. Corrosion in a twisted
and taped splice has caused more than one service call.

lf installing a cbntroller which also can control polar-
ity, and the receiver polarity interface (usually a SPDT
relay) has horizontal and vertical outputs, determine if
the receiver wakes up in normal or reversed format, and
use the appropriate terminal to connect to the controller
if it has even and odd indicators on it. The important
thing here is not to have reversed format from the front
of the receiver before programming the controller. (See
Figure 8.)

Many controllers are set up for west coast opera-
tion, and the motor power wires need to be reversed if
the actuator is mounted on the right hand side of the
dish, as viewed from the rear, to have the east and west
controls provide proper operation.

Actuator controllers are often microprocessor (com-
puter) based, and while most manufacturers have taken
great pains to protect their units from electrical power
surges, additional protection, such as a plug-inthe-wall
surge protector may be a good idea, especially in rural
areas with above-ground power lines.

Troubleshooting Motor Drive Systems
Pulse counting systems are usually designed to shut

down motor power after a very brief period if no pulse
signal is detected. This could be due to motor stalling, a
break in cabling, or improper connections. lf you are on
a satellite and you attempt to operate the balky drive,
and the signal changes slightly before the unit shuts
down and indicates it is unhappy (motor error, blink,
etc.) you know that power has gotten to the motor and
thai it is not stalled and there is a sensing problem. lf the
signal did not change at all, suspect motor cabling and
the motor itself.

An ohmmeter is useful to check motor resistance,
which should be quite low. Remember that limit
switches are often in series with the motor, usually
paralleled by diodes to allow travel in one direction, but
not the other when the switch is open.

Hall effect sensors require three lines to operate;
power (+5V), pulse (output) and ground. The same is
true for most optical sensors. The reed switch will work
with a two-wire hookup; pulse and ground. The power
terminal, if supplied, is usually unconnected.

For old systems where the motor drive has failed, go
directly to the motor housing first and check for water
entry. Often signs can be seen without actually remov-
ing the motor retaining screws. Thirty-six Volt DC
motors can be taken apart, the armature and com-
mutator cleaned, the brushes replaced if necessary, but
it lS a messy job if water has entered. The worst part of
the job is trying to insert the commutator back in be-
tween the brushes. lf you do not have a helper, an al-
ligator clip can sometimes be used to hold a brush back
against its spring while you wrestle with the other. The
motor and gear housing can be removed from most

South

t

UTas drive factory set for 'left of
post'operation (ie. West Coast)?

Right of post operation {ie. East
Coast)?

Where you are affects how you may mount
your drive, and, how you wire your
west control wires.

Figure 8
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Portable At Dish Control For Motor Drives

DC To
Motor
Drive

Tl: Step-down transforme;, I2OV/AC Pfimary,24-36 volts secondary with 5 amp fmin.f/lO amp
fmax.f secondary.

Brl rBridge rectifier, 50 PIV or more, 8 amps or more lRadio Shack 276-1184, ot 276-1185l.

St : DPDT center off momentary contact tuggle or breaker switch, f O amps or mo?e f Radio Shack
275-709, or 275-6371,

Misc: LGI fAC live cotdi RS 278-l2il5f ; Plastic Box IRS 27O-224ltStrain Relief Grummets IRS 278-
163(rlt Alligatot Clips IRS 270-378, or 27O-15451t 2 Conductor Wire,

Figure 9

linear actuators and the tube hand cranked if necessary.
One test for systems that misposition is to grab the

antenna and attempt to move it up or down against the
motor drive. The less motion, the better. This test can lo-
cate loose bolts, brackets, etc., both in the drive system
and antenna mount.

It is handyto have a portable powersupply unitfordi-
rect connection to the motor outside, for pointing anten-
nas, testing motors, etc. After pointing a few dishes with
an at-dish control, one will never want to do it with a
hand crank (or worse, the shouting method) again. A
simple to build power supply is shown in Figure 9.

In case of memory loss, insure that function buttons

are not inadvertently being pressed which cause mem-
ory erasure. Second, some drives use a small battery in-
side to retain information in a RAM (Random Access
Memory). This battery must be replaced periodically,
usually once per year unless it is a rechargeable type.
Some problems may also occur with the rechargeable
battery, particularly if the unit has been on the shelf a
long time. Other units possess a'nonvolatile' memory
that does not employ a battery. In this case, if one has
ruled out power line surges, factory repair is in order.
Memory retention time during power failure varies from
unit to unit, so check the specifications if a unit will be
without AC power for very long.

Drive Manutacturers
R. L. Drake Company
540 Richard Street
Miamisburg, OH 45342

Pentec/MTl Systems
2351 South 2300 West
Salt Lake City, UT 84119
Houston Tracker Systems
9429 HaMin
Houston, TX 77036

DX Antenna
10 Skyline Drive
HaMhorne, NY 10532

Scientific Atlanta
6353 Warren Drive
Norcross, GA 30093

Kenwood
431 5 Watson Center Road
Carson, CA 90749

United Satellite Systems
Highway One West
Thief River Falls. MN 56701

Birdview Satellite Communications
600 West Cherry Street
Chanule, KS 66720

Aciuator Manufacturers
Saginaw Sleering Gear
3900 Holland Drive
Saginaw, Ml 48603

Hammerblow Corporalion
160 Main Slreet
Forsyth, GA 31029

Sources Of Drives
Saginaw Steering Gear
3900 Holland Drive
Saginaw, Ml 48603

Hammerblow Corporation
'160 Main Street
Forsyth, GA 3'1029

Tracker Mounts
5720 S University
Little Rock, AR 72209

.Sources Ot Controllef s
Houston Tracker Systems
9429 Haruin
Houston, TX 77036

Superuinch
Winch Drive
Putnam, CT 06260

DX Antenna
10 Skyline Drive
HaMhorne, NY 10532

R L Drake Company
540 Richard Street
Miamisburg, OH 45342

Uniden Corporation Ot America
6345 Caslleway Court
Indianapolis, lN 46250

Panasonic
One Panasonic Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094

Pentec/NlTl Systems
2351 South 2300 West
Salt Lake City, UT 841 19

Sources Of Drives Plus Controller
Houston Tracker
9429 HaMin
Houston, TX 77036

Superuinch
Winch Drive
Putnam, CT06260

Pentec/MTl Syslems
2351 South 2300 West
salt Lake city, uT 84't '19

Sources Oi Antennas
With Integraled Drives And Contlollers
Paradigm Mfg.
371 1 Meadowview Drive
Redding, CA 96002

KLI\,I
PO Box 116
Morgan Hil l, CA 95037

31 5 N. Lindenwood
Olathe, KS 66062

Sources Of Receivers
With Inlegrated Drive Controllers
Scientific Atlanta
6353 Warren Drive
Norcross, GA 30093

United Satellite Systems
Highway One West
Thief River Falls, MN 56701

Kenwood Electronics
1 315 E Watson Center Boad
Carson. CA 90745
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Correspondence

Hit The Target?
I think Coop missed the target in the February issue report on the'Science of Scrambling.' The technical pitfalls of the descramblino

process notwithstanding, for 9395 we can still buy it alllThe thing w6
have to fake is the enabling pulse, frame sync, frame lD, and the data
clock rate (does one suspect 3.5g mHz?). Then prior to the Vid_
eoOipher, inject the enabling pulse(s) at the proper iime. Time is de_
pendent upon the authorization number of the particular descrambler.
You look up the number on a chart and set the appropriate timing
switcheS:on the authorizer, then sit back and watch. you don,t suo-
pose, do you, that it would be possible to force the input to the enable
chip in the VideoOipher with a simple jumper?

,... Kenneth A. Johnson
Johnson Ave.

New preston, CT

There are two separate schools of thought on tackling the Vid_
eocipher system head-on, as Coop comments in this issue. Schoot
one wants to force the VideoCipher to authorize even when it has not
received the required authorization instructions in the downtink feed.
This group of people is busy jumping pins on tCs, building enabling
puEe generators, and generally trying to fool the VideoCipher. School
two says 'the hell with the VideoCipher box; much of it is dedicated to
special applications, such as on screen display and private message
storage. To crack the system, you have to crack the cipher directly.,
School one hopes that by footing the box, you wilt have tong term re_
ception without authorization. Schoot two says that you are unlikety to
have long term authorization in a world of changing keys, unrcss you
can simulate the keys themselves.

Jamming Okay In Ganada
I have been a long term and faithful reader of Cooo's Satellite Di-

gest and I am totally 'browned off' with the present state of affairs as it
relates to satellite scrambling and my ability to view a program as a re_
sult of their scrambling.

There may well be a reasonable case for compensation to be paid
for the non-advertiser supported channels, represented in the most
extreme case by HBO. However, I really object to their inflexibilitv and
outrageous pricing. More than that, I object to their decision thai pre_
cludes. me f rom buying their service under any circumstince because
I happen to live in Canada.

| live on a farm that is literally 40 miles from anywhere. There is no
cable company anywhere near me. lt would hurt no one if I was al-
lowed to see their programming, or any of the other scrambled signals.

Inspite of the fact that my viewing their programming takes no money
out of anyone else's pocket, I would still be willing to pay a fair rate,
such as the wholesale rate, to continue to receive their piograms. By
refusing to deal with me under any circumstances, I feel theyare evok_
ing people to respond in kind, to look for some ,tough way'to make
them realize the error of their ways.

The concept mentioned in the January issue appeats to me. lf
somebody could put together a jammer system and turn it on, I figure
it would have the same results as using a large stick with a balky mule.
It would get their attention. Believe me, if I had the expertise and the
equipment, they would have already gotten a session or two in iam_
ming!

lf somebody would put together some sort of club and we each
threw in a few bucks, this concept could become a reality. perhaps
rural Canada would be a suitable spot to locate the ,walloping 

stick,
club as well. I have thought of several dandy spots to locate the
machine; I am sure most other Canadians could contribute a few
suggested spots of their own. We could certainly get their attentionl

Lorne Larson
Box 338

Shaunavon, Sask
SON 2MO

The last time CSD published a lefter such as this (our October.
1985 issue), the FCC calted a specia! meeting of uplinkers such as
Eastern Microwave to discuss signal jamming as well as the letter in
CSD. Several executives in the cabte uptinking and trade association
area chided us for publishing such a letter, accusing us of 'fomenting
electronic terrorism' by giving aftention to such concepts. Welt, we are
still getting mail like this and peopte are stitt 'madder than hett and not
going to take it anymore.' When some poticy such as that practiced by
the scramblers angers people enough to cause them to become this
hostile, perhaps it is time to reevaluate the poticy. HBO, for exampte,
could be available in Canada in a matter of weeks, if they internalty de_
cided to pursue the necessary licensing they claim they need to be
able to sell their product in Canada to private homes. HBO refuses to
even tryto getsuch permission forCanada because most of the Cana_
dian Cable firms own large cable systems in the IJS as weil, and they
fear angering these cable firms, concerned that their IJS cable
operators might drop HBO. So, Lorne Larson pays a price because he
Iives in rural Canada and not rurat lJS. Shaunavon is between Gutt
Lake and Climax on highway 37 in southwestern Saskatchewan;just
north of Turner, Montana. you can't get much more rural than that.
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Transponder Watch
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Trqnspoder Wqtch
NASA investment in shuttle orbitors is approaching $158 accord-

ing to NASA testimony before Congress. One serious proposal float-
ing would allow private industry to pay for a fifth shuttle bird and lease
it back to NASA. After 1 5 years, the bird would belong to the ownership
company as a private investment. Transfer of some NASA functions,
such as operation of shuttle and marketing of payload space, to pri-
vate enterprise is at root of discussion.

EXPENDABLE launch vehicles, the Ariane type rocket launchers
now used by Europe, might take over significant part of the satellite
launching load of the future, under private ownership rather than
NASA. Proposal is part of reaction to loss of Challenger in January
and concerns that continued operation of shuttle by government may
not be in best interest of country.

WARNING that TVRO (home dish) industry'will be dead within six
months' comes from several US congressmen still fighting for pas-
sage of legislation to hold off scrambling and inject FCC as mediator in
scrambling disputes. Cable operatbrs have also been warned of 'pos-

sible antitrust actions' if they persist in pushing on TVRO's backdoor.
INTELSAT has decided to increase Ku-band soot beam oower

levels on new Vl series satdllites; first scheduled for launch in last
quarter of 1987. Higher powers will make 3 and 4 foot dishes practical
in many sections of Europe and North America.

FORMAL telecommunications agreement between People's Re-
public of China and USA being signed this month; potentially, US
manufacturers of satellite hardware will now be able to participate in
estimated telecommunications market as large as $48 over the next
six years.

INTELSAT is reducing the minimum antenna size requirements for
their (very) large Class A and C earth stations. Previously, stations
had to have antenna up to 32 meters in diameter for C-band and 18
meters in size at Ku-band. Under new approval, antennas as small as
15 meters at C-band and 1 1 meters at Ku-band will be approved for
tying into Intelsat system.

STAR WARS Teleport, allowing direct multiple satellite access to
C- and Ku-band birds, being built near Colorado Springs (CO) by pri-
vate firm. The teleport will provide service to major 'Star Wars' re-
search facilities located near Colorado Springs.

NHK, Japanese national network will be linked via Galaxy 2 with
new Hughes Intelsat Grade B terminal near Fillmore, CA, starting Oc-
tober 1 . Hughes will pick up NHK news bureau and other feeds from all
over US, process at Fillmore, and transmit full{ime to Japan using 24
hour per day satellite link from Intelsat.

HR 4414now in Housewould make i t  i l legaltosel lTVROto con-
sumer unless consumer has read and acknowledged special notice
revealing that many satellite srgnars are scrambled and certain pro-
grams (such as CBS) are not available to home earth station users.

EQUATORIAL Communications shipping VSATs (very small
earth terminals) to Australia for use with domestic Ku-band bird(s)
there. Equatorial has been supplying virtually all sold C-band VSATs

in US for several years but previously had not displayed Ku-band sys-
tem.

ANALYSIS of Soviet versus US communication satellites by Con-
gress indicates Russians lag eight to ten years behind in state-of-the-
art computers and satellite configurations. USSR has launched ap-
proximately four times as many satellites, but average current life
span is 18 months versus 9 years for US satellites. Message capacity
of US birds averages 10 times that of Soviets.

IRISH Communications satellite will be owned 80% by Hughes.
Bird will sit at 31 west, have three spot beams into North America,
Europe, and lreland with f ive transponders of 100 watts and 24 with 15
watts. System is actually tvvo separate satellites, one in DBS band
(100 watts) and one in FSS band (1 5 watts). Cost of syst6m estimated
at $400M (us).

FARMERS Insurance Group has instal led number 1,000 ol 3,000
expected Equatorial Communications C-band micro earth terminals.
Company claims program, announced 13 months ago, is largest pri-
vately operated transmiureceive network in world.

EUROPEAN Space Agency (ESA) will have four ratherthan three
dedicated satellites in service by 1987. ESA (ECS) 3 bird was lost in
Ariane failure at launch in 1985; replacement (#4) wlll now launch in
July while new 4th (#5) is scheduled for launch in f irst quarter of 1 987.
Three will be tully operational;fourth will be in-orbit spare initially.

DEPARTMENT of Justice has issued informational seeking sub-
poenas to wide range of participants in cable programming and
scrambling, including two major cable trade associations. DOJ is in-
vestigating whether any US laws have been violated by scrambling to
date.

AUSTRALIA planning next generation of satellites, for 1991
launch, at end of first seven year life span of initial satellite system.
One twist in bid request; AUSSAT wants satellite 'delivered to them in
geostationary orbit' rather than at launch pad, shifting responsibility
for launch to satellite supplier. Most failures to date have been during
launch ohase.

MlR, February launched Soviet manned permanent space station,
is expected to be receiving'routine deliveries'from Earth with Soviet
version of space shuttle by 1990 or sooner. Soviets plan to create very
large full-time station in space for communications and other pur-
poses. Earliest date expected for similar US station is 1994.

KIDEO-TV, a new broadcast station program block of lirst-run syn-
dicated children's programming transmitted by Wold-TV, Mondays 10
AM-Noon and Wednesdays 1 -3 PM on Westar 4, transponder 10. TV
stations tape feeds, use for regular on-air release later in the week.

PERCEPTIBLE pressures for additional C-band transponders,
beyond those now in use, is developing. Charges for 24 hour preemp-
tive C-band transponders remain at all time low ($50;000 per month)
on birds such as F1 R, but C-band transponder use now approaching
70% of capacity; highest ever. Loss of Challenger and shut-down of
shuttle program expected to have adverse impact on transponder
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availability by 1988 if not before, resulting in steadily increasing
transponder prices by 1987.

CABLE operators largely do not want to be in TVRO sale and in-
stallation business, prefer to handle only programming sales and con-
tract out at least installation to local firms, according to reports trom
NCTA.

THREE channel pay-per-view service for cable, delivered via
Telstar satellite, planned by Telstar Corporation firm. Three different
movies to be satellite delivered at any moment in time, allowing sub-
scriber to select between the three for per-movie charge. Two chan-
nels will carry top films, third will carry less popular films. Fourth chan-
nel will carry end to end (looped) promos for films. Service on satellite
l ink wil l  be scrambled.

COMPUTER Distribution Network operating Galaxy 2, transpon-
der 5, in mid-afternoon (eastern) time slot. Service is directed at com-
puter stores and carries 'how to' use and programming Information for
computers and computer programming. Service is advertiser sup-
ported, unscrambled, with information from (312)490-6367.

TRDS, tracking and data satellite designed by and for NASA, mov-
ing to next generation. TRDS bird was lost in Challenger disaster leav-
ing NASA with single bird in orbit and one on ground yet to be
launched. Plan is to add three more as soon as possible, very similar
to design of that now operating.

IDB COMMUNICATIONS planning a Ku-band voice/audio only
portable uplink system for use in live sports and news coverage by end
of the year. Firm provides sports interconnection service at C-band
now, recently opened New York (Teleporl) facility at Staten lsland.

SHOWTIME/THE MOVIE CHANNEL pricing announced is lower
by about 15% than comparative rates from HBO/Cinemax. Dish own-
'ers living within area served by existing Showtime aff iliates will be sent
to cable operator for service arrangement.

CABLE SOUTHWEST, Arkansas/Texas/Oklahoma cable
operator, packaging 5 transponder service (CNN, VH-1 , Nickelodeon,
CNN Headline, and MTV) into g6 monthly service and hopes to add
ESPN, SPN, TNN, Lifetime, and WTBS for additional $5 charge.
HBO or Showtime are available for 910 more with $g for second
premium service (929 total for all listed).

AT&T will compete with Equatorial Communications in offering Ku-
band VSAT systems. New AT&T packages using RCA Ku-2 bird,
priced at around $400 per month forone ortwo-way data and one-way
voice under seven year contracts. Harris is supplying terminals for
system.

HI-NET, Holiday Inns Ku-band system, now operational in more
than 1 ,000 hotel locations with goal of 1,750 by end of 1986 and 3,000
ultimately when mature. Videoconferencing aspect has been reduced
in price from earlier (C-band) offerings by 35% ref lecting economies of
scale with Ku-band network.

COMTECH Antenna Corporation is shipping new 3.5 meter Ku-
band, Cassegrain fed antenna system for 97,800 list. Antenna is rated
for both transmit and receive. Transmit feed is extra.

INMARSAT 'test' of transmitting live television to ships at sea
using Queen Elizabeth l l  l iner for Super Bowl in January now mature;
service is now available to Inmarsat terminal equipped ships at sea'routinely'as part of new tariffed Inmarsat service.

VIDEO FLY PAG, system created by Conus Communications,
now available. Seven or eight cases each weighing approximately 70
pounds (for scheduled air carrier shipping) contain everything needed

to have Ku-band video uplink in operation 20 minutes after opening
cases with two men handling equipment.

FCC CHAIRMAN Mark Fowler, testifying before Congress, says
ne sees no reason for his agency to become involved in settling
scrambling dispute nor in setting scrambling technology standards.
SPACE Chairman Taylor Howard has been urging FCC to investigate
scrambling technology and to establish national scrambling standards
as way to bring pricing down on scrambling hardware. Fowler said, ,,1

don't see any reason for the government to be intervening here."
JAMAICAN government demanding $2,000 per TVRO in country

as 'tax'; dish owners in country have created national association to
f ight demand.

WESTERN UNION now has completed conversion of Westar
Satellite System 'network'from analog to digital capacity. New digital
transmission system increases signal to noise ratios by 1 0 dB or more,
reducing the noise floor of typical transmission system, making sys-
tem far more desirable for high speed data transmission.

GENSAT Communications, having filed Canadian equivalent of'Chapter 11, '  back in business under new management program as
GFA Communications. Gensat pioneered block distr ibution technol-
ogy for 4 gHz receiver.

HBO in benevolent action unscrambled its feeds March 29th dur-
ing 'Comic Relief ' program designed to raise money for homeless. Un_
scrambled period lasted for three hours.

EUROPEAN study claims that none o1 the currenily operating
European satellite TV netvvorks is breaking even and none will in
foreseeable future- Report concludes that all video, voice, and data
transponders in use in Europe by 19g5 will generate no more than
$1 .58 (US) per year in revenues, and g900M (US) of that wi l l  come
from non-video users.

ASC has opened a Ku-band transmit and receive facility for
Phoenix; one of dozens of new Ku-band compatible transmit and re-
ceive terminals now being installed for the newest generation of satel_
l i tes.

CONFERENCE, held via satel l i te under direct ion of North Carol ina
authorities, is investigating feasibility of various state governments ac_
quiring their own transponders for use in both communication and in-
formational areas. Long standing proposal would assign one satellite
transponder to each state to allow states to ,reach outward'to ooten-
tial tourists as well as to their inhabitants away from home.

OAK Communicalions has closed down satellite TV product line
engineering and marketing in lllinois and shipped to San Diego area
Oak facility where cable TV products are headquartereo.

AC NIELSEN says cable TV now reaches 46.90/o or 40.4M US
homes; an increase of 57o over one year ago.

WESTERN UNION may be saved by new plan to issue additional
$200M in debt securities, merging Western Union Telegraph with par-
ent corporation, and restructuring debt for five year pay-out.

INTELSAT, worried about loss of Challenger, now plans to launch
first two Vl series birds on European Ariane bird in 19g7 and 19gg. A
side benefit; by using Ariane, Intelsat Vl birds can carrv additronal fuel
and have 15 year nominal life rather than g.

BRITISH ships and aircraftwi l lbe used in US,starWars,research;
test 'Teal Ruby'survei l lance satel l i te to be launched this summer wil l
seek out exhaust and other emissions from test ,vehicles' as part of
system check out.

k
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I Avsac; guaranteed not to sink!

Models Bil l and Shirina )
leave the Caribbean.

Patti Cooper spreads salt water on Bil l 's
back to make it glisten.r

,tr;dWY,l

Coop/continued from page 4
for Shirina the prior afternoon, and after patti finished fitting it to
Shirina's body, it was even smaller. "suppose we shoot each scene
several times; once with full bathing suits, once with Shirina topless,
and then with no bathing suits?" My voice quivered perceptibly at the
end. Several nudes from Club Med wandered by just as I was speak-
ing. Nobody even noticed.

For the next three hours, we shot and re-shot Bill and Shirina from
every possible angle; first clothed, then half unclothed, and then fully
unclothed. A series of video recordings and then a series of still shots
for the two-page spread display to be running this month in some of
the trade press. Through most of this Patti ran her tiny 1 12" Camcorder
unit and recorded for our amusement 'The Making Of An Avcom Com-
mercial 'whi le handling a couple of st i l lcameras and running a profes-
sional camera as well. I played at being Director. Halfway through, I re-
membered Marshall Foiles' comment about 'not even noticing, that
people were nude. He was right; I had been so busy making sure the
cameras were running and the shots were coming off properly that I
had totally forgotten to look at the two models closely. In Jact, I would
ultimately have to wait for nearly a day to study the videotapes before
I would take a close look at either of them.

"l didn't notice that he has a ...," giggled patti as we reviewed the
tapes for the first time together. She was right, Bill did have a ....

The outdoor shooting done, the real work would begin- produc-
tion of the commercial. When we finished, we had nearly 50 hours of
my time plus almost as much of Patti's in the project. I told her that was
because we didn't know what we were doing and it always takes
longer to do something for the first time. My instincts told me that while
shooting the models totally nude was great sport, those shots would
never make it on the air. Even if Boresight and Satellite Showtime
somehow agreed to accept the commercial, we knew thal ultracon-
servative Andrew Hatfield would never allow his product to appear in
the same place as two people who had their clothing removed. No
matter how perfect the specimens of flesh might be.

Still, it would be a shame and a waste not to use some of the video
from Shirina's romp on the beach. We reached a compromise; we'd
pull those shot sequences done with Shirina topless, but only from the
back side. No frontal shots. "Andrew will never approve any signs of
nipples, no matter how disguised," offered patti. So I carefully took
each s,hot sequence apart, frame for frame, making sr"ire we had no
overt nipples on the sceen. lf videotape was like film, l,d have a floor
covered with nipples in the edtt ing room.

Patti suggests that Satellite Video Services offer a ,special edition
tape enti t led, "The Making Of The Avcom Commercial, ,  usinq al l  of

those nipples and other parts which never made the tube on the Satel-
lite Showtime and Boresight commercials. I must admit there is some
beautiful video left untouched by the whirling tape-head and some-
body ought to be able to enjoy it in addition to patti and me. l,ll have to
talk with Gary Kistinger about that.

At one point as we were shooting, a topless lady from Club Med
strolled into the action. She finally figured out we were doing television
and stopped directly behind Shirina. There was a stark contrast be-
tween Shirina, our 'star,' and the poor soul from Club Med. I believe
Marshall is right; those 650 new tenants at Club Med each week are
often people desperate for human contact, at any price. lsn't it niie
that we have our satellite television system to keep us company on
those lonely, winter nights.
Inside Desug

Last month, we wrote that an effort has been mounted by Bob
Richardson (Drawer 1065, Chaurauqua, New york 14722) to ap-
proach the breaking of the M/A-Com VideoCipher (DES) coding sys-
tem from a purely academic direction. Richardson and a handful of ded-
icated people from various scientific disciplines are working on bust_
ing the code itself, a project that is quite different than busting the Vid-
eoCioher.

lf you set out to bust the VideoCipher you are attempting to find
switches that open and close within the unit. you want to cause the
switches to open, or close, on your command and not on the com-
mand of the M/A-Com VideoCipher control center in La Jolla, Califor-
nia. Various techniques for doing this are reported (we touch on a few
of the more humorous this month). I asked some people at M/A- Com
what they are doing about those people who seem to be trying to get
r ich by offering techniques or equipment to do this. l t  might amuse you
to know that Gl has a f ul l t ime personwho's job is to scurry around the
country locating people who are trying to peddle products that break
the scrambling techniques used by Gl/Jenold on their cable TV con-
verter/decoder units; M/A-Com has no such person working for them.
I wonder why.

"We collect any reports we receive on products or firms offering to
defeat VideoCipher and forward them to our legal department. They,
in turn, forward them to the appropriate Federal authorities for investi-
gation and prosecution." In other words, M/A-Com presently has no
detectives on the road snooping. And that is contrary to stories we
have all heard.

I wondered about Canada since that seems to be the home of virtu-
al ly al l  the serious'pirate efforts' these days.

"Aaaah, Canada," said one M/A-Com person, , ,a special si tuation
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and a special set of circumstances. They, unfortunately, have no laws
there ihat preclude i irms from sel l ing their books and boxes." So how
would a f irm sel l ing in Canada be prosecuted? "Right now, only i f  they
shipped or sold in the United States." Canada, occasional ly cal led the
51st state, may get a sudden windfall boost in American dollars in cir-
culat ion.

Meanwhile, the f irst formal meeting of the DES User Group, or
Desug, took place in Dayton, Ohio, on Apri l  26. On hand were various
PHDs and other learned folks, who each hoped might have something
to corftribute to lhe challenge of breaking the VideoCipher code. lt was
an interesting meeting; people who would jump at the opportunity to
walk into NSA in Maryland and 'borrow' the 16 Cray computers
housed there long enough to tackle their VideoOipher decryption
problem (two and one half hours was a popular estimate of how long it
would take 16 Cray computers to 'break' VideoCipher) were rubbing
elbows with ham radio operators who were just learning how to make
Radio Shack computers percolate. Desug is making some progress
as their regular bulletin reports.

The much discussed EPROM devices are a case in point. An
EPROM is virtually defenseless against a copier. lf; indeed, all of the
VideoCipher switching secrets are locked up in a single EPROM (see
other "Comments" here this month), most in the Desug group agreed
that either M/A-Com had made a serious blunder in their planning or
the VideoOipher design was' locked up'too early, before some of the
newer KEPROMs came along.

Many firms with lots of products have'memory access'problems.
Lots of products do not want unauthorized people to climb inside their
EPROMs to discover how something is being operated. In the case
of VideoCipher, the EPROM device holds highly classified operational
'keys.' In the case of other products, the operational sequencing of a
product created by the product developers is 'hidden' there. But an
EPROM can be'read'quickly and easi ly by anyone with minor league
talent. There is nothing very secure about an EPROM. Would M/A-
Com gamble on the security of VideoOipher by selecting an EPROM
for memory?

Prior to approximately mid-1984, there was no real choice in the
maiter. That was when a new device called a KEPROM came along
from a f irm cal led INTEL. The KEPROM is l ike an EPROM except that
the KEPROM cannot be'read'from the outside. Even 'sl icing i t  apart '
on a laboratory work bench will not reveal its secrets. The INTEL
27916 KEPROM is similar to a workhorse EPROM that has been
around sometime,Ihe27128. 'First si l icon' samples were avai lable for
the 27916 KEPROM in about May 1984. The f irst products were avai l-
able in May of 1985; just about the last point where M/A-Com might
have made a substitution and added the KEPROM in place of an
EPROM.

Basical ly, the KEPROM is your' tough character. 'There is nothing
known to man or science (at this point) that wi l l  make the KEPROM
'talk'  or give up i ts secrets. l t  is a' locked box'with no known way to
read out what is inside once it has been secured. Those interested in
learning more about the INTEL 27916 KEPROM wil l  f ind data in the
January/February 1986 issue of 'Solut ions, '  a house organ from
INTEL and in the INTEL user bul let in 'AP-152.'  Yet another reference
of note is t i t led'Using INTEL's 27916,'with a May 1985 publication
date and running some 20 pages in length.

To complete your education on EPROMS and KEPROMS, they
are both 28 pin devices and from all outward appearances look identi-
cal. Even playing around inside and poking wires will not outwardly in-
dicate which a device might be. In a 'high security '  operation, most
manufacturers of such devices and most users routtnely.remove any
part identification from the device or substitute a meaningless (to the
outside world) internal house part number lor something blatant such
as 'lntel 27916.'So when you pry off the cover on a VideoCipher 2000
and paw around the lCs and other devices inside, you are not going to
find roadsigns to help you determine the exact devices found there.

M/A-Com lS brighter than that.

The Scrambling Channel
The last time I spent any appreciable amount of time talking with

M/A-Com's Jim Bunker was in August. We talked about the flower busi-
ness which he and his wife operate 'on the side, ' the weather, and how
M/A-Com should deal with the expected backlash from the TVRO in-
dustry. A suggestion I made was that M/A-Com spend some bucks
and do some 'telecasting' of its own. I suggested a channel via satellite
where M/A-Com could transmit the latest information regarding
scrambling to the TVRO universe; both consumer and retailer.

lwas pleased to see them launch 'The Scrambling Channel' early
this past March. lt operates on Westar 5, transponder 22, from B PM to
11 PM EST, seven days a week. The format is simple enough; a one
hour videotape is run back-to-back to itself three times each evening.
In that one tape you learn how a descrambler is installed, where to
get one, and a little bit (but not much) about the status of scrambling
these days. A long list of authorized distributors for VideoOipher also
runs in case you're having trouble locating a VideoCipher 2000 de-
scrambler. Everyone should watch the full hour at least once. And
starting on May 1 st, they began updating the one hour report every week
or two with new material. That means you should try to watch it at least
once and perhaps twice per month, or every couple ol weeks, just
to see what they have to say.

The original corporate plan was to run 'The Scrambling Channel'
for 3 months, or until the first part of June. lt has now been extended to
run no less than six months, and as they approach mid-August, they
will make a decision about continuing it beyond that point.

There are three basic costs associated wiih the operation of this
channel; the transponder time ($400 per hour), the uplink and tape
processing time ($200 per hour), and the production time for the basic
material ( i t  varies but should average no less than $150 per houfl .
That means every three hour stint is costing M/A-Com around $750
times three or $225O per day . In a month, that amounts to $67,500 or so.
Not small  change.

M/A-Com would like to recover some of their costs here. lf they ap-
portioned $1 0 per TVRO receiver sold in a month to this program by it-
self, they would have to be selling 6750 of their T1 receivers each
month just to cover the program. No, they are not selling that many
T1s this month.

So another possibility was to sell advertising to people and firms
who would like to 'reach' the TVRO marketplace. The theory is that
sooner or later most TVRO owners will stop by and watch 'The

Scrambling Channel' at least one time. Wouldn't someone like to de-
liver a message to these people?

The answer turns out to be yes: HBO and Turner for example. A 30
second spot, appearing in each hour transmitted for a month, comes
to $17,055 for example. l f  M/A-Com could f ind four f irms capable of
paying that kind of fee per month, they could break even on 'The

Scrambling Channel. '
I t  turns out, that i f  you check'The Scrambling Channel '  after you

read this, you wil l  see four (or perhaps more) dif ferent 'advert isers'on
board. Does that mean they are breaking even? Not necessarily.
There is some advertising swapping going on here.

Channel Guide, for exampie, is swapping t ime-onthe-air for
'space-in-print.' The in-print space is not for M/A-Com proper but
rather for the promotion of 'The Scrambling Channel' itself ;to encour-
age people to tune in.

This sort of 'cross promotion' will expand rapidly in our industry this
year as various media disciplines discover how cost-effective it can be
to exchange promotional space between themselves. The practice is
as old as the f irst Ben Frankl in print ing press. (Ben reportedly sold or
traded advertising display space on his 'kite' during the famous key
experiment.)

'The Scrambling Channel ' to date would win no Emmy Awards, but
as a source of important information it is a valuable service. Hate M/A-
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Com if you will, but they are trying, and the production of the one hour
on 'The Scrambling Channel '  is to be commended for 'burying'the cor-
porate identity of M/A-Com well into the background.

Scrambling Hardware Decisions
The list of firms building satellite receivers which have been tested

and found to be 'comoatible' with either the 2000E or 2000E/B ver-
sions of the VideoOipher descrambler is not about mature. And so is
the 'no charge'for testing program at M/A-Com.

When, in early 1 985, M/A-Com announced their offer to test TVRO
receivers for compatibility with the VideoCipher unit, they said there
would be a charge for each receiver tested. The charge was under
$500 at the time. Then they waived or discounted the charge as a
goodwill gesture to get as many receivers into their labs as possible for
testing. Right or wrong, it was in M/A-Com's best interest to have as
many receivers'VideoCipher Quali f ied' as possible.

The complete list of receivers now tested, and passing the tests,
has reached the point where not many real receivers remain to be
tested (see the completelist in Coop's SCRAMBLE FAX News Bulle-
tin; available by calling (305,771-0505). Other than a minor testing
glitch in late March/early April when the testing center was torn down
for a short period of time (and a temporary backlog of 20 receivers de-
veloped), the normal turnaround t ime for test ing receivers is running
about 1 week to 1 0 days. There is now a fee for the tests, $495 per re-
ceiver.

When a receiver comes in for testing, the process is to detbrmine
if the unit will accept baseband video for processing (i.e. be compat-
ible with the 2000E/B unit.) Most do not, so the testing moves on to
test the compatibility with the 70 mHz interface (VC-2000E version).
Most units manage to meet this testing phase without a problem.

In the real world, that means that if you are building a receiver
which provides a70 mHz looped output for the lF, you will probably be
compatible with the 70 mHz interface on the VC-2000E. lf your re-
ceiver design uses some lF otherthan 70 mHz, or i f  you fai l to bring out
a70 mHz lF loop to the back apron of the receiver to feed the Vid-
eoOipher, then the only remaining option is to try to make the receiver
interface at 'baseband.'This is far iougher since the baseband inter-
face requires a much higher degree of spectral purity of the demod-
ulated waveform than many receivers routinely supply.

Thus, receivers with an lF in the 134 mHz region, or 510 mHz re-
gion (or wherever) have distinct problems. Either ihey somehow meet
the tight specs for the baseband interface or they don't get de-
scramblers.

Will M/A-Com be offering VideoCipher descramblers with different
lFs; such as 134 mHz?

"No such plans at the present t ime," responds.Doug Lindquist
(6191457-2340), in charge of the program at the San Diego facility. Are
there any'f ield solut ions'to this one? Perhaps.

One f irm is oftering to take your 134 mHz (or whatever'oddball ' )  lF
outout receiver and add on a box which will shift the lF to 70 mHz to
allow interfacing with the VideoOipher E version. The concept is as fol-
lows:

The lF. not 70 mHz. can be 'shifted' or converted in an outboard
or add-on mixer. Say we are on 134 mHz (center frequency)
and we want to be on 70 mHz. How to do it? Build a mixer which
has one port coming in from the 134 mHz lF source, another
source coming from a local oscillator operating a1 2O4 mHz,
and the output port operating at 70 mHz (204-134 : 70; with a
few minor oroblems).

The add-on mixer could 'borrow' operating power from the receiver
proper. and perhaps tuck inside of the receiver since th6 circuit board
required would be very small .  Total parts cost should be under $10.
Don't confuse that with the selling price or an installed prtce, however!

As you might suspect, M/A-Com cannot'sanction' (as in approve)
such outboard or add-on mixers at this point in time. There are too

many opportunit ies for a mixerdesigner to f lub up in a situation l ike this
and cause a long l ist of special problems. Sti l l ,  the possibi l i ty for such
a gadget is there.

Another approach now being taken by four manufacturers is to
bui ld a 'slot '  or 'mainf rame location' inside of the receiver where a Vid-
eoCipher module can be inserted. This approach was detailed in
CSD for May and June of 1984 should you need to study it further.

The basic working guts of the VideoCipher are compressed into a
smaller-than-VC2000 module. The module inserts into a set of 'rails' and
plugs into the circut. To do this you must negotiate a license with M/A-Com.
The fee for the license is $2,500 up-front and then $.25 per reciever
produced with the special slot in place. Standard Communictions,
Channel Masters, Birdview, and of course M/A-Com Consumer
Group have such contracts.

Birdview announced in February an interesting marketing pro-
gram; they were telling dealers that any Birdview receiver sold during
the promotional period could be turned in for a brand-new Birdview re-
ceiver late this summer. The new receiver would be equipped with the
slot for the (lRD) module. In effect, a consumer with a Birdview re-
ceiver would be able to upgrade to a receiver with the module in place
for no direct charge (except for the module itself) later this year.
Hummmm.

On the surtace that sounds like a pretty good marketing ploy. lf you
can maintain a profit doing it. Below the surface, there may be some
oroblems:

M/A-Com advises me that the module, when available late this
summer, MUST (that 's not a might; i t  is a MUST) be inslal led at
the factory where the receiver is built.

That means, if you are a Birdview dealer, you cannot order in 1 0 re-
ceivers with the module slot and then expect to plug in those modules
yourself. The receiver, to be upgraded with the module, must go back
to the factory itself to have the module plugged in.

Birdview will be taking back a perhaps significant quantity of older
style receivers that are not equipped with the module slot. Since the
module itself is nearly as big as the present Birdview receiver, can
Birdview rework those older receivers returned to make them newlv
compatable with the VideoCipher module?

Not at a low expense.
The dealer will have Birdview in an interesting spot. Your customer

wants to upgrade, but he is not willing to hand you his existing receiver
and be without satellite TV for several weeks while you and Birdview
are screwing around shipping units back and forth in the UPS trucks.
Either you, the dealer, provides a loaner while al l  of this is happening
or Birdview simply lets you have two receivers (for each one out there)
for a while until all of this sorts out.

I don't know about you, but l'd hale io have to try to maintain a profil
structure at Birdview while all of this was going on.

Having to send the total receiver back to the manuiacturer is a pain
of course. M/A-Com says they are requiring this for a matter of se-
curity; they do not want stacks of modules sitting on dealer shelves all
over America. Basically, they don't trust the dealers; it's that simple. I
admit, I would be tempted to hoard a few myself.

So we will have all of these receivers crisscrossing the country;
one way they will weigh significantly less than the other way (the mod-
ule being your basic'brick').  Maybe now would be a good t ime to buy
some stock in UPS.

And The Programmers
By now you have seen the 'clever' (Turner likes it) advertisement

appearing on CNN and CNN-2. They are advising America that
scrambling is coming and during this advertisement they actually do
scramble for a few seconds. CNN is scheduled to begin fulltime
scrambling of both CNN and CNN-2 on July 1st. This wil l  be your basic
'open-key' scrambling, which in Turner's case may well last longer
than most programmers run open-key; say several months. That
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means that if you have a VideoCipher authorized for any service (such
as Showtime) i t  wi l l  automatical ly decode CNN and CNN_2 as well .

After CNN/CNN-2, what comes next? Well, there is a sizeable list
of services including USA, ESpN, MTV, etc.,  who say they st i l l  plan to
begin open-key scrambling before mid-september. In each case
there is a significant number ot VC-2 cable style descramblers to be
bought, shipped, and installed. Frankly, if too many services try to
scramble about the same time, the manufacturing capabilities at
M/A-Com will be taxed beyond the point of delivery. They have been
buildlng'to inventory/stock'for many months now but ESpN aronewirl
eat up more than 10,000 descramblers in a short period of time.

The WOR/Eastern Microwave case is causing the other supersta_
tion carriers (for WPIX, KTVT, WTBS, and WGN) to back off a litile for
now. The feeling is that until some clear direction comes down from
either a higher court or Congress as to how this is going to sort out,
they are not anxious to invest time and money in scrambling. The posi_
tive side of this is that for now, at least, it appears as if the supersta_
tions ( less WOR) wil l  remain scramble{ree.

The industry's slow, but consistent recovery through much of April
was the primary bright spot in an otherwise drab spring. The depth of
the 'recession'can 

be measured in real terms by companng some of
the sales figures for the major OEMs in the induitry. STS of Missouri,
for example, shipped 143,000 satellite receivers d'uring 19g5 (calen_
dar year). The sales for the three month quarter r.unning July to Sep_
tember was just over 930M. Sales for the three month quarter ending
March 31st was g5M. That's more than an B0 percent drop in three
quarters and that has to hurt.

In trying to f igure out what the real OEM level shipments may be for
the most recent complete month, one has to carefully consider the
amount of inventory in the pipeline at the same time. That is almost im_
possible to measure, accurately. Some firms, such as Spacevision.
held special one day 'dump, sales, for example, at the close of the
month, offering 65 degree LNAs for 940 each in distributor quantities.
That helped clear out some inventory and in some cases such as this
(but perhaps not specifically Spacevision), a banker may nave put
pressure on the firms to force them to unload some inventory before a
banking month or quarter closed.

Here's a number, nonetheless; between 5,000 and 10,000 com_
plete systems appear to have been shipped from the OEMs during
March. lt is impossible to be any closer than that range since there are
often conflicting numbers even from within the same company. Many
OEMs who are able to ship on credit terms are not sure one can reallv
count systems shipped on credit, in today,s TVRO economy, as ,sys_
tems sold' in the month shipped. Distr ibutors for Uniden, for example.
may still have merchandise in stock which they acquired six or more
months ago on credit and which is still not pard for. Was that equip_
1e1l'99t0'six months ago, or wilt it be sotd when it is eventuaily paid
for? Old debts do not pay off current bills unless they are collected cur_
rently of course.

Different parts of the country seem to be doing different things with
different receiver products. The STS line, for eiample, seems to be
doing particularly well in the mid-west and southeast, while the M/A-
Com and Chaparral units are doing well in the northeast and upper
Great Lakes states. At SVS, Uniden continued to be the best seller
(the composite of four different models while Chaparral, for example,
has but one) through March by the percentage of sales for other
brands carried was cutting rapidly into the Uniden lead.

Marketing efforts have been particularly scarce through the
spring, and a number of firms are gearing up for a,marketing reentry,
over the next few weeks. The major OEMs will be concentratino on
awarding 'exclusive dealerships, to qualified dealers, and the rJallv
qualified dealer should find himself being ,courted' by several OEMs at
the same time. The dealer with an established track record and store
front business that has weathered the worst of the current recession
wil l  be able to take his t ime in making a f irm decision on which r ine or

lines to handle, and in extracting the best possible deal from the
OEM's salesperson. This is no time to be shy; ask for those extra co_
op advertising dollars and special display materials as a part of ,sign_
ing on' up{ront. The market is once again a buyer's market, and the
bright dealer wi l l  act accordingly.

The Viewers First Squabble
When Jim Rothbarth of STS first created the concept of Viewers

First, he saw an industry owned and operated premium movte service
channel which operated as a nonprofit corporation. Rothbarth pitched
that individual receiver OEMs, to insure that there would continue to
be a receiver business for years to come, should be smart enough to
realize that unless there was f ree or reasonably priced ,software; (i.e.
programming) available to TVRO dish owners, there would be no
hardware business. In the summer of 19g4, Rothbarth tried to sell that
concept to approximately a dozen receiver OEMs. He had few takers.

The concept of an industry owned and operated premtum movie
service did not die, however. lt was picked up by SpACE's Rick Brown
who saw the program in a different light; an industry service, yes, but
not necessarily a nonprofit industry service. Brown opted for private
ownership of the service, and he set out to fund it with initial seed
money checks in the 9250,000 range from a half dozen receiver and
other OEMs and suppliers. The init ial  six with verbal commitments in_
cluded people like Jimmy Long of Long,s Electronics and Sandy Wirth
of Delta Satellite; both in the distributing business. The premrse was
the same as the original Rothbarth plan; create a viewer and industrv
friendly premium movie service which would be ,fairly priced., Un_
doubtedly, people such as Long saw the same wisdom as Rothbarth;
without attractive 'software,'the 

hardware we all love to sell was use_
ress.

As the Viewers First program dragged on, however, some of the
players had to fold. People like Bob Dushane (Janeil) simplv ran out of
bucks and could not stay at the high stakes table. The number of back_
ers gradually thinned down so that as we write this there may be three
of the original six still in there. Each time a player drops out, the next
call for seed money from the players causes those still remaining to
dig even deeper into their socks to find the loot to keep the project
moving ahead.

Originally, Viewers First was not going to scramble. Then very
shortly thereafter it said it would scramble but not soon and not with
any of the then-known scrambling systems. More recenily, it said that
by May of this year (that's this month) they would announce a scram_
bling system format. Normally, that would have been a torgone con-
clusion;whatsystem, otherthan VideoCipher, could any service really
consider given the domination of the VideoCipher marketing to date?

But Viewers First had selected something called SelecTV as its
program connection and this fulltime (Telstar transmitted) program-
ming to SMATV has ownership ties to a Japanese firm called Clarion.
clarion is in the business of manufacturing cabre terevisron converters
and descramblers. In otherwords, Clarion has its own scrambling sys_
tem design and if SelecTV has ties to a supplier such as this, was there
not at least a possibility that a Clarion sytem would be used for scram_
bling of the Viewers First Network (VFN) service?

Alas, after much debate in the trade press, the answer would turn
out to be an emphatic no; Clarion was never really in the running for a
contract to provide scrambling to VFN.

Complicating the VFN choice however was another element; the
principals in VFN were the very people who, from the hallowed halls of
SPACE, were most vocal against the likes of HBO and MiA-Com.
Leading the VFN team is none other than Richard L. Brown, wno as
General Counsel of SPACE, spends most of his working hours bad_
mouthing the present scramblers and scrambling systems. How could
the same people who are attacking M/A-Com and HBO make a deci-
sion selecting M/A-Com's VideoCipher system for their own sram_
bling?

Alas, again.
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There  are  some pr inc ip les  here ;  tha t ' s 'p r inc ip les 'as  in  fundamen-
tal truths. Rothbarth.one of the tr io st i l l  hanging in there as the VFN
membership dwindled, reached his' l imits'  on the question of signing
with the M,'A-Com's VideoCipher package.

"Remember, I  wanted to do i t  as a nonprofi t  plan to begin with. I  had
no ulterior motives except to insure that we did this thing (offering of a
premium, scrambled channel) cheaply enough that the cost of the de-
scrambler and the software (programming) would not get in the way of
the real business we are al l  in here; sel l ing home TVRO systems."

Rothbarth felt  that at $400 consumer cost per descrambler'  there
was just too much addit ional cost for the consumer.

"Plus, the programming costs are too high. I  expect them to come

down, but not that much. These programmers have to protect their f  i rst
l ine customers (the cable systems) and they wil l  never come down

enough to give the cable operators any competit ion from TVRO users
and sel lers. l f  we are going to drop the price of premium programming,

we wil l  have to do i t  by start ing off with a non-cable{r iendly service."
To Rothbarth, that meant SelecTV.
. 

" l  wanted to buy them, f irst.  Look, they weren't  doing very much
They only have a small  distr ibution universe in SMATV and none in

real cable, They have a good movie selection but poor distr ibution. So
I said. Let s buy SelecTV!

Rothbarth had priced the cost of a suitable descrambler in the $50
region for a stand-alone unit or $30 il the descrambler was built into a

receiver. He calculated the programming f irm could afford to operate
by sel l ing individual home TVROs for $5 per month Comparable num-

bers with M,A-Com and HBO are $400 and $12.95.
Well ,  somehow the purposes of Viewers First got convoluted and

as the service wound closer and closer to their own May deadline to

announce a scrambling service, Rothbarth found himself more and
more at odds with the way the company was golng.

" l  told Brown that i f  he signed a deal with M/A-Com for Vid-
eoOipher, he just |ost another player in the company l  hoped that
migh t  tu rn  h im around on  th is , "

Brown reportedly countered that a stand-alone scrambling system,
perhaps not as secure as say VideoCipher has proven to be' would
stand l i t t le chance in the marketplace, He also wanted to be able to put

Viewers First into the package programming business offering addi-
t ional services such as MTV.

Rothbarth says he responded, "MTV is nice, so is CNN. But there
is only one type of service that is absolutely essential;  a movie service
Everything else is frost ing on the cake. Don't burn the cake with too

h igh  pr ices . "
So the Viewers First Network, start ing out as a concept to insure

that the industry did not awaken one day and f ind al l  of the movie ser-
vices gone or priced out of reach, has essential ly become another of

the overpriced services. Many of the original participants have now
left the group and those rematning have the t ickl ish job of explaining
that they are indeed TVRO fr iendly in a world that is increasingly less

and less fr iendly to TVRO. l t  wi l l  be interesting to see how it  al l  turns

out.

Technology Slow-Down
Edit ing a publ icat ion such as CSD can be a very pleasant profes-

sion since we seem to be working as often as not on the very leading
edge of an excit ing, rapidly developing technology. I  am forced to
' learn' or understand a new concept or problem when I f ind myself try-
ing to write about KEPROM devices for example. I  never heard of a
KEPROM unti l  I  set out to research a brief 'comment'  in this month's
issue dealing with reprogramming EPROMS. I was under the mis-
taken.belief that an EPROM was an EPROM. I learned something.

In this issue is part two of a scheduled four part series created by

Jim Vines. Jim is writ ing about TVRO antennas, how they are de-
signed, why they work, and more importantly why they sometimes do
not work as wellas the bui lder had hoped. Jim is uniquely qual i f ied for

such an assignment because he began designing and trying to better

understand TVRO antennas in 1977. Jim didn't  have fantastic suc-

cess in the commercial TVRO antenna world, l ike say Randall  Odom'

but his total and complete understanding of why antennas work (and

don't work) makes him one of the brighter TVRO-land antenna people

arouno.
We assigned this writing project to Jim nearly one year ago He

completed it more than 8 months ago and we have been sitting on it

hoping to use i t ,  intact as a single piece' in our now much forgotten

TVRO Handbook. The rapid deterioration of the industry caused us to

postpone ' the Handbook' and that 's when Jim's 90 page manuscript

with dozens of drawings went into a Ji le cabinet.
Working over Jim's material for print is no chore; he writes well ,

uses f un words and usually doesn't  wander off the beaten subject '  His

only fault  is that he often tr ies to 'sel l ' the same or nearly same art icle

to a half  dozen dif ferent magazines at the same t ime! Nobody's per

fect.
While pol ishing this month's Vines-piece, I  found myseli  remem-

bering that we are al l  in a fair ly high tech business where virtual ly ev-

erything we attempt to do could not have been done'yesterday' '  For

yesterday, i t  would have been impossible. I  cannot recal l  how many

months or even years i t  has been since I had similar thoughts Today'

when I pick up the telephone i t  is to l isten to somebody complaining

about how they are barely surviving, or not surviving; how the latest

round of HBO incited advert isements in their area is further quashing

business, or some such negative message. Some days I truly regret

Alexander G. Bel l  invented the telephone. Gosh, where did the fun

that typif ied this industry once, go???
Vines also reminded me that we have a signif icant number of unre-

solved technical problems out there. The 2-degree spacing issue,

inspite of great statements to the contrary by Taylor Howard, is not
resolved. I can 'see' degrading noise on SPACENET or ASC or F3R

every time I run a dish over to the western sky The noise is comiqg

from one or more ad.iacent satellites. Taylor seems convinced some-

body is going to create a wonderful receiver that simply ignores the RF
products from these adjacent satellites.

Well ,  not soon. And not because i t  is impossible forever but be-
cause everyone of us is so busy trying to stay alive, make payroll, and
battle with the banker that we have very little energy and even less
time remaining at the end of the day to think about solving some of our
technical problems. And i f  a project such as 2 degree spacing requires
money as well  as t ime, well . . . .  maybe i t  is impossible.

So perhaps the biggest loser in the midst of al l  ol  this turmoil  that
typif ies today's industry is ourselves;for the f irst t ime since we started
TVRO, we are standing st i l l  in technology. And in an industry l ike this'
if you cannot or do not innovate, you are not standing still, you are ac-
tually going backwards. All around us new microwave devices are
being developed for other industr ies. Some of these devices would
make l i fe better for us in TVRO. But lacking the funds to explore these
possibi l i t ies, we f ind ourselves standing st i l l  or even being pushed

backwards.
I dislike having to devoie page after page to the subject of HBO and

scrambling and the latest M/A-Com foible. l t  is not productive. But i t  is
unfortunately uppermost on our minds because these are the events
which are pushing us closer and closer to the brink of ext inct ion. We
cannot ignore them; they wil l  not simply go away on their own. We
must face them, squarely, and do what we can to change their course.
Alas, in the meantime our technology seems frozen and our abi l i ty to
cope with the necessary advances in technology to keep us alive as
an industry is more and more difficult to organize.

For now, it is a bad news/good news scenario. The bad news is that
we have very little new technology to dissect. The good news is that
mostof us are st i l l  hereto dream of the daywhenweonceagainwil l  be
able to train our ful l  attention on the chal lenges of the true TVRO in-
dustry.
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IMMEDIATE DELIUERY
FROM STOCK ON OVER 9OO

CABLE,  CONNECTOR &
SMATV PRODUCTS!

M
I{IRE & CABLE COIIilECTORS SMATV
o C o a x i a l / R G  . T v o e N  o M o d u l a t o r s
o Cable Assembl ies .  Type C, LC o Distr ibut ion Amps
. Mul t iconductor  .  BNC .  Taps
.  Plenum/Tef lon o INC .  Spl i t ters

(NEC 725, /60,800) .  SMA o Switches
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10.525 GHz
Microwave System

The Westplex portable microwave system is a buoger
priced FM l ink operating at 1 0.525 GHz. The system is cap_
able of transmitt ing NTSC color video, plus an audio chan_
nel and an optional duplex phase or datal ine. 40 miles are
real ist ic using an optional 2 f t .  dish at each unit.  Other op_
tions include a remote RF head, ACiDC operation, 35 mw
or 50 mw output.

The Westplex system is ideal where a cablel ink is im_
practical, such as across roadways, waterways and where
trenching or cable l ines are not feasible.

ADVANTAGES:
FM superhetrodyne design
Sectional design for easy service
Fult color NTSC compatible
Extremely simple to operate
Duplex phone, data, or control l ine
Low cost and extremely versatile
Ful l  metering
Systems from $2500.

WEST, INC.
1741 Cedardale Rd.
Mt. Vernon, WA98247

(206) 428_2810

THE HIDDEN SIGNA1S ON SATETIITE TU..THE SECRET SIGNAI.S ON THE BIRDS"

I Stereo Subcarriers
I Telephone channels
I World News Services
r Audio subcarriers
I Teleprinter News - Press
I Commodity News services
r Radio channels - Networks

r Stock Market Repofts
I Teletext UBt)
I All Singte Channet per Carrier

services (scPc)
r Multiptex Data channels

Plus Many Other ,,Hidden
Services"

A Technicat Book Covering the Reception of:

NEW "SECRET SIGNALS'' BOOK
A complete work covering the Hidden services, the systems, the equipment,how these services are used, how these serviies Can oe uiirileo, ilnat tnevmean to our fietd. This book for information use ontv. Not to oe riseo ror tnereception of unauthorized signals or pay services.
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ldentification/ When you return to an authorized VideoCipher channel with an on-

"ru
ffit3*;l;"W

One oJ the more popular stories around these days concerning
breaking the M/A-Com scrambling monopoly suggests that M/A-Com
will pay a $100,000 

'bounty' to anyone who can lead them to an unau-
thorized version of the VideoOipher descrambler which works:that is,
decodes both audio and video. That turns everyone into a 'snitch' oJ
course, and the Russians and Nazis used a similar ploy to get ' insider
information' about dissidents.

So here is my public report on the latest ploys out there in video-
land. M/A-Com can send me my check directlyto Barclay's Bank in the
islands.

Westar Communications in Toronto (800/265-5675) claims to

promotion/ HBO in theh text servlce on Galary 1 and F3R provides
for tuning in 'The Scrambling Channel' over on Westar 5. You get

by entering the correct commands into your VideoCipher unit.'lt+fii"tl,f$ffi1-1.i. ,,+rir.fr?ffi '*t#j- {F,fl".-F,E_l$,rifli{ lriltf 11r,tff{1$
have broken the VideoCipher ciphercodes. They offer to sell you a
Canadian built version of the VideoCipher for $500 (US funds, thank
you!). Unfortunately, their delivery is quite slow; depending upon
whom you talk with, they speak about delays from 6 to 18 months.

This one amuses me. Several people who have called say they
have seen this unit work. One person saw it operaling at a hotel in
Montreal while another saw it working at a hotel in Tampa. The firm,
when you call their 800 number, pointedly says they will not sell to any-
one inside the United States. They explain that their legal position is
that since the American satellite signals cannot be sold in Canada (i.e.
HBO has no legal r ights in Canada), i t  cannot be i l legal to sel l  unau-
thorized decoders there
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They said that as of mid-April their production capacity was no
more than 50 units per week. I can picture somebody buying 50 VC,
2000 descramblers, built by M/A-Com, per week and hauling them
back to Canada to stuff them into new cases so they don't look like VC-
2000s. I can picture these same people getting the units authorized
and then selling them with the representation that the ,new, units re-
quire no authorization. l've no way of knowing how Westar Communi_
cations is handling their product, but the possibility that inside of their
units one will find a VC-2000 board seems high to me.

Late in April, Westar Communications was planning to go through
a significant operational change; new management, new owners, ano
a new and much higher visibility. By the time you read this, they will
either be long gone or they will be the hottest news item in the busi-
ness.

Oh yes, when they refused to sell me a unit for $500 (l offered to
come to Canada to pick it up), they did offer to sell me a book for
around $25. The book, they said, would be shipped to me COD in the
states and it would tell me all I needed to know about descrambling
HBO. I ordered the book of course.

The well publicized "Black Box Solution," sold out of Arkansas for
just under $50, is another interesting study in books. I understand they
have been averaging between 300 and 400 copies sold per week for
several months now. For those short on calculator power, that works
out to $86,000 per month at the 4OO per week level. These guys could
gross a quarter mil before their train runs out of steam.

The amusing part for this one is that their g5O book bears a striking
resembtance to another book that sells for 9.1 9 f rom SCRAMCO (g68B
Royal Drive, Nobtesvilie, tN 46060). SCRAMCO is an estabtished
company that has been catering to ,pirate TV gadgets' and plans tor
several years. I am not passing judgement on how they make their
money, but I must be amused when one of their books (available now

for sometime) ends up being pirated (down to copying the typo-
graphical errors!) and resold for two and a half times the price. Only in
America.

lf you are not amused by the antics of Westar or The Black Box So-
lution, try this one on for size.

For several months there have been stories about some outfit (first
in Phoenix, later in Missouri) which would send you a very special'EPROM' device. The story was that the EPROM had been ,copied,
from a master EPROM which was inside of an authorized VC-2000
descrambler. In other words, somebody bought a VC-2000, paid the
fee, had it authorized, and then (they claim) figured out how to get in_
side the lC device thal contains the special memory and authorization
information for that one unit. Then, the story goes, they figured out
how to copy that internal memory in the EpROM and transfer it into a
new 'blank EPBOM.' Now they are turning out forged copies of the
EPROM and sending them to you for a fee. As long as they continue to
pay for the original unit's subscription fee, your forged copy will pro_
duce decoded HBO. That's the story.

A trustworthy person I know has one of these EpROMs. He says it
works. He paid $70 for it, and if all this were true, after three to four
months of using such a gadget, you would be money ahead from the
normal HBO subscription fees. lf all of this were true.

Some people at M/A-Com deny that such a trick will work. So how
might somebody make you think such a trick did work? Well, they
could buy VC-2000s and have both authorized. Then, they could un-
plug the EPROM from one and hand it to you. Sure enough, when you
plugged it in, it would work as if it were authorized to work, because in
truth...it was authorized. All you know is (1) that it works, and (2) that
you had been told it was a forged copy from EPROM. you might have
a difficult time finding out whether it was really a forged copy as rep_
resented. Why would somebody buy a $965 VC-2000 just to disable it

OEM
Private Label Only

oLNA's
rLNB's (950- 1450)
oReceivers (Block)
oAntenna Controllers

100-1000 Unites Per Month
Quality Japanese Manufacturer

Letter of Credit Required

SMIC
U. S. Agents for Japanese Manufacturers

P.O. Box 872
N. Litt le R6ck,hR 72115

501-372-7199

ENGINEERING SERVICE AVAILABTE
MATV-CATV-SMATV., COMMERCIAL CCTV, & SOUND

IERROLD .
BTONDER-TONGUE .
TIMES WIRE & CABTE .
ROHN TOWERS .
GITBERTCONNECTORS o
BEIDEN .
SOUNDOTIER

PANASONIC CCTV CAMERAS
JAVELIN
CABIEMATIC TOOTS
SADETCO METERS
RAYMER/TRT]TONE
UNIVERSITY SOUND

PLEASE CALL AND LET US SERVE YOIJ.
QUALITY, SERytcE,IS oLiR GOAL!!!



by taking out one EPROM, and then resel l  the EPROM ior $70?
Sounds Iike a good way to go out of business to me! You would only do
a few this way of course; showing them only to the 'right people' whom
you hoped to con into investing in your EPROM rewrite scheme. Once
you had the investor's money, off you go into the Canadian coun-
tryside.

Now, suppose M/A-Com is wrong;that this can be done. Won'tthat
present a problem to M/A-Com security? Maybe.

lf you could take a three dollar lC and program it to decode HBO
and sell it for $70, you'd have an interesting market out there. And
some potentially nice profits. Even after the legal fees. Now, let's say
you wanted to sell 100 of those per month. This will require some sort
ol marketing scheme; there is no way you can individually qualify
every potential customer for your $70 EPROM. Sooner or later, one of
your EPROMs is going to end up in the hands of a M/A-Com person.

Remember that you made this work by copying information out of
an EPROM into a blank EPROM; sort of like making a cassette dub on
your audio tape decks. In the hands of M/A-Com, the EPROM would
be read, and out of it would spew all of the control and lD numbers
from the original unit you copied from. Sixty seconds later, the M/A-
Com uolink control center in La Jolla. California, would turn ofl that
unit. Every other unit that had that same control/lD number would turn
off also.

This might turn out to be the ultimate self-renewing business.
Every time M/A-Com got their hands on a chip, they would turn off all
the units sharing that lD number. All of your customers then have to
buy a new or replacement EPROM from you, using another (backup)
lD number. Heck, I might even be tempted to send Jim Bunker at M/A-
Com one of the chips every 90 days or so just to be sure that my cus-
tomers had to return to me at regular intervals for a new chip! Science
is wonderful.

lf replacing your EPROM is still not your cup of tea, there is the al-

ternate Canadian scheme that allows you to keep your original
EPROM. But this plan has you clipping into several pins on that
EPROM with some clip-on devices, and then running the wires at-
tached to the clip-on devices to a special circuit board that this (Cana-
dian) firm will sell to you. Here's how this one works:

1) Their circuit  board is supposed to al low your unit  to be au-
thorized by remote control. The normal 'remote control' exer-
cised by M/A-Com through the downlink control network is re-
placed with a telephone line connection.
2) Your add-on circuit board extracts the scrambled video and
audio out of the fabled EPROM and holds it for safe keeping
within the circuit board. Now, the control signals which actually
authorize the descrambler to descramble the video and audio
are ignored in the satellite feed. Your add-on circuit board is
connected, by you, through a telephone modem (coupler) to
your house phone and you dial an 800 number. The other end
of the 800 number has a computer connected to it and the com-
puter ' talks'with your add-on circuit  board.
3) When the conversation is over, your add-on circuit board is
now authorized to tell the EPROM to decode the audio and
video on HBO.
4) The creators of this scheme claim that the system works as
long as HBO does not change their 'master key' signal. They
claim they are intercepting that signal from an authorized unit,
storing that information, and then forwarding it via telephone
line to your add-on circuit board on command. lf the HBO mas-
ter key is changed, you have to redial the 800 number and get a
new authorization for your unit.
There are more schemes out there of course. Two interesting

threads run through most of these. First, most of the activity is in
Canada. There is a strong belief among many in Canada that as long
as HBO and the others refuse to sell within Canada, because they
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have no resale programming rights lor Canada, it cannot be illegal to
pirate the HBO signals in Canada. l'm sure somebody will try to test
that in a Canadian court one day soon. In the meantime, many Amer-
ican greenback dollars are crossing the border in search of the Holy
Scrambling Grail. I would caution a programming service such as
HBO planning to rush into court in Canada to get a contrary decision
that in recent years the Canadian courts have been very unfriendly to
American media firms. Losing a court case in Canada could be far
worse for HBO'S interests than leaving the present situation alone.

Second, I am amazed how many people repeat stories like the
ones I have related to you here as if they were the absolute, gospel
truth. There continues to be a strong teeling that indicates most people
want there to be one or more schemes capable of unlocking the Vid-
eooipher system. lt is clear to me that while most people may be bas-
ically honest, they feel HBO and M/A-Com have coming to them what-
ever ill the winds might blow their way. lf any of these (or other)
schemes ultimately do work, no matter how briefly, a great deal of
money will be spent purely on emotional reasons to support the pirat-
ing scheme. M/A-Com and HBO continue to have one of the most
perplexing 'PR Problems' in the history of American business. I wish
them well  in soding i t  al l  out.

Caribbean Hotel Problems
Down in Jamaica, that island south of eastern Cuba, more than 300

private satellite dish owners have banded together to form a national
association of Jamaican dish owners. They apparently represent
about 10% of the dish owners in Jamaica. They are up in arms be-
cause the Jamaican governmenl, after encouraging the lree use of
satellite TV signals and also encouraging local industry to manufac-
ture dishes and other parts, now proposes to charge $2,000 per dish
as a' l icense'fee.

That sounds like a serious problem, but it barely scratches the sur-
face of what is happening all over the Caribbean these days. The
focus of the new problem is the hotels and condos which dot the
beaches from Barbados to Nassau.

Over the past three to four years, thousands ot hotels, guest
homes, condos, and apartments spread all over the Caribbean have
installed one and two dish SMATV systems. They have designed
these systems just as you design similar systems here in the States;
dedicated receivers for specific transponders, multiple dishes for the
more elaborate systems since the best programming is spread over
several birds, individual CATV grade modulators for each channel
carried, and professional cable quality distribution systems with
aluminum jacketed hardline and in-line directional couplers and taps.

The choice of programming tor a typical installation like this has
been HBO (or Showtime), Cinemax (or The Movie Channel), CNN,
ESPN, WTBS (or WGN), and perhaps MTV (or VH- 1). Several of
these services are now scrambled and all of the remainder claim they
will scramble shortly.

The total number of TV sets impacted by this is considerable; more
than 200,000 TV sets according to the Caribbean Hotel Association
(CHA). As you might suspect, some of these hotels and condos have
opted to acquire VideoCipher 2000 series decoders in the states and
then haul the decoders to Martinique or Barbados or Cayman. Hauling
a VC-2000 out of the States, even to Canada, is both illegal and
against HBO policy of course. You will remember that HBO has not
purchased the viewing rights for its tilms outside of the US; even
Puerto Rico presents special problems to HBO. So they cannot resell
what they do not own.

Even if the CHA is high by 50%, and there are 'only' 1 00,000 hotel,
apartment, and condo units involved, the dollars here are significant.
For HBO, and, tor the hotels that bought and paid for SMATV systems
some years back. lf you follow US costing, there is around $130 per
TV outlet invested here on the average or $13,000,000-up for the
equipment. lf HBO could somehow collect $5 (US) per outlet per
month, they would be $6,000,000 better otf per year.
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305-77 1-0575
Call-lt-TodaY

lF KNOWING the latest straight facts on scrambling is important to you
available exclusively from Coop's Satell i te Digest, SCRAMBLE-FAX.'1'

24-hours-per-day, you may call this number (3051771-0575) to hear a prerecorded report on the latest facts
concerning scrambl ing in  TVRO. You wi l l  learn which serv ices are scrambl ing,  and ihei r  t ime schedule.  you wi l l  learn which
receivers work, and do not work, with the Videocipher descrambler system. Vou wil l learn where descramblers are in stock
what the prices are, and where you can save potential dollars on subscriptions to scrambled programming services.

SCRAMBLE-FAX is a new service provided to the TVRO public by Coop's Satell i te Digest. These unique audio
reports are updated as oftert^as l lg_fugtt change. The SCRAMBLE-FAX Audio Report is a f ree, n6-charge updating serviceprovided to readers of the SCRAMBLE-FAX News Bulletin ' ' '  also produced by Coop's Satell i te Digest. E-ven if you ire not aregular user of the 'News Bulletin,' we invite you to check in with the Audio Report service to siay up to date.

YOU will also learn the latest facts about bootleg descramblers, and where these units have been tested and what thetesting results are. Thig information wil l save you countless hours of tracing down stories ano reporis that often turn out to beworthless information.

SCRAMBLE-FAX is a one-stop information source for all that really counts in the TVRO scrambling business, and
best of all, i t only costs you a telephone call to access this valuable information. Call 3O5l77 j-0575 todat!

or  your  business,  here is  a new FREE serv ice

SEND ME SCRAMBLE-FAX NEWS BULLETIN!
$10 enclosed (check or money order) for
the latest AIRMAIL transmitted Scram-
ble-Fax News Bulletin.
Charge my _ VISA _ Master-
charge card #
with expiration date of

w\ OR - Get i t  in wri t ing!
S C R A M B L E - F A X  N e w s
LetterLrii provides a com-
plete overview of the entire
s c r a m b l i n g  s c e n e  w i t h
dozens of references and
sources listed.

UP-TO-DATE-SCRAMB LI NG-I N FORMATION

My Name (as it appears on VISA/Mastercharge
card if applicable) -

Address

Town
State- Zip.

Order from: CSD Magazine, p.O. Box
Ft .  Lauderdale,  F l .  33310

1 00858,

3051771-0505 weekdays from gAM
to 4PM eastern.
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At least one US program supplier, WTBS, is interested in those
numbers. I talked with an exec at WTBS about this problem (he called
me), and he acted as if there might be someway for at least WTBS to
work out a resale program that would cater to these forgotten people.
With Turner going into the oldie-bul-goodie movie channel business, I
suppose it is possible, since he owns all of his own movie product, that
he could give himself the permission he needs to resell in the Carib-
bean; something HBO does not seem anxious to pursue on their own
for their flicks. With Turner able to offer a movie channel, a news chan-
nel (CNN or CNN-2), and a general interest channel (WTBS), there is
a package there which could ultimately prove very important in off-
shore areas.

For now, tens of thousands of units served by satellite television in
the Caribbean and near-Central America are scrambling for some
way to descramble those feeds already scrambled. An insignificant
percentage of the VC-2000 descramblers now going out may well be
ending up in Canada or the Caribbean connected to TVROs feeding
multiple TV sets. And as more and more of the premium and cable ser-
vice channels do scramble this summer, we'll see a rapid increase in
this sort of activity.

FLAT OUT/ on my back for more than 5 hours while Luxor Attor-
ney (left), STS Attorney (center) and Court Recorder (right) strug-
gled through a deposition with me in my bedroom. Club Med
would have been a more pleasant location.

Suits And Depositions
With sales activity off there is apparently more executive time avail-

able to deal with more tedious things such as lawsuits. A number of
suits are in various stages of discovery and pretrial hearings these
days. We wrote recently about the Boman 'win' over Chaparral in a
suit originally brought by Chapanal. Most of the suits underwaywill not
end so abruptly nor with so little fanfare.

lf you have some special knowledge about some situation headed
for a lawsuit, chances are you will be asked to either give a deposition
and/or appear as a witness. I f ind myself in the deposition plus witness
class for a pair of suits now headed for 1986 trial in our industry. On
March 1Oth, after Patti and I f lew to Provo for a couple of weeks of is-
land work, we found ourselves facing a battery of attorneys and a court
recorder person in our bedroom on Provo. lt happened this way.

Luxor and STS (of Missouri) are involved in a $20M pair of suits
that date back to the separation of the two firms early in 1984. I had the
misfortune to travel to Sweden at about the time this was happening,
and with Luxor as my host, tour their facility there. I wrote extensively
about that late in 1984 and the STS attorneys were anxious to turn
some of my in-print observations around in their favor in their suit with
Luxor. This resulted in my being asked (and then told) that they would
take a deposition trom me 'at my pleasure.' I figured nobody in their
right nlind would agree to travel to Providenciales in early March, stay
at the fabled Club Med and actually take the deposition pool:side at
Club Med surrounded by weird people who don't wear clothing. I ne-
glected to explain the nude part and suggested that March 1Oth would

be a good date and Club Med on Provo would be a suitable location.
To my shock, they agreed. I neglected to write it down in my appoint-
ment book, probably certain they would not make the several
thousand mile trip. I was wrong.

On the appointed morning, Patti and I were searching for a doctor
on Provo who would fix my back. The day prior I had forgotten every-
thing I had ever learned about picking up boxes, stooped to lift 90
pounds of grass seed, and the next thing I remembered was standing
in the same posture position as Rip Van Winkle and grabbing at the
small of my back pointlessly. I couldn't walk, sit, crawl, stumble, or lay
down. There are not many positions left open.

So, we missed our forgotten appointment at Club Med and there
sat an attorney for Luxor (dressed in a suit), an attorney for STS (dres-
sed less casually), and a young lady court recorder from St. Louis who
had traveled 2,000 miles to record everything I said. Several hours
later they caught up with me, humped over on a bed and generally
feeling like a loser. For the next five hours I moaned, groaned, said a
few audible words, and somehow got through the deposition. Patti vid-
eotaped it all just in case we ever want to relive the deposition. The
tape could prove invaluable since I don't remember a single thing after
they came into the bedroom.

lhaven't seen the transcribed or written version of my 'testimony'

yet so ldon't know how long it ran. The present industry record would
seem to be more than 1,200 typed pages transcribed from a deposi-
tion given by Larry James in the case involving the former principals of
Satellite Financial Planning Corporation (SFPC) and a prominent
bank in Delaware. SFPC is suing for a mere $300,000,000 and the na-
ture of their charges against the bank true. The potential rewards on
this one are $3,000,000,000 since the askedJor-damages multiply by
10 in this special situation. Three billion dollars is an interesting
numoer.

Bill Young, the SFPC founder, told me that he was able to get his
law firm to agree to handle the case on a contingency basis. That
means the lawyers work essentially for tree hoping that they will win
and they will then share in the damages awarded. The law firm, Young
says, previously sued AT&T for several hundred million bucks and
won, so he figures he's dealing with strong legal people on his side.
Contingency fees usually run in the 30-357o region. You can calculate
your own percentages on the damages sought.

They sent me a copy of the Lany James deposition to read
through. I could have read 'War and Peace' twice, in half the time.
James was a major player in the SFPC operation and at one time did
some writing for me in CSD/2 magazine. His rememberances of some
of the people, problems, and whom he blames for the industry going to
hell in a hand basket in 1984 or so make amusing reading. I will prob-
ably serialize some relavent portions of his testimony here in CSD
shortly. Many thought James and Young may have been involved in
the now infamous take of SPACE by Rick Schneringer back in Fed-
ruary of 1983. I scoured his 1 200 pages of testimony to see if I could
find any mention of his part in that daring raid on SPACE that cost the
trade association the legal right to the name SPACE .

The James deposition wanders from industry personality to per-

sonality in an often brilliant manner and with a little narrative help from
me it might make the worst-seller list in the bookstores. lf you are in-
terested in a study of how people wiggle off the hook to avoid blame for
their own actions, you will find our serialization of his deposition very
amuslng.

Oh yes. Any dealers out there who are still upset over some portion
of the SFPC activity should write me a note detailing their remem-
brances of their problems with the SFPC program. ln particular, if you
have data that shows your approval time exceeded 72 hours, that the
checks to be mailed to you never seemed to arrive, or that SFPC or the
bank or anyone else hassled your customers directly by going behind
your back, l'd like to hear all about it. There may be a part of that
$3,000,000,000 for dealers if we can figure out who wronged whom,
the worst. here.
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EOnSaE re

t'The ]llationts Guide to saEe$Ete* @*'
With a limitless amount of programming

to be found on the satellites, you need a
programming guide to keep you up to date
on what's available. OnSat gives you every-
thing you need to enjoy your satellite sys-

tem-hundreds of movie listings as well as
sports programming, movie reviews, pro-

lJ:T$lS [3!il3lH;and 
soap updates Arl

A Gomparison of Guides
onsr! Orbit ChannelGuide Satellite Dish

w?ekry tl 1:,,;4;', 'lr.l:,:::

Magazine Size '.:.,.::'l::.;;,:: :1:;1;,t4'',';:, t/

Movie Descriptions .'i60',ri' 4i)6 2 7 A . 263 37'�5

Sports Categorles 26 25, ;,111i10
',1:;:17 4

Specials

Super Clnema

SoapWatchers ::',1,,,

Lejters to Editor .!a,:.:a,a:
':'':.'.i1'::':"".'
::l':.,rr,.i,ll,i,t:i

,;:;';,1;,rt:,.
,r,:rrr'irt.ii

Price $45.00 $48.00 $4g.oo , $39.00 ' $48"00,

ADDRESS

CITY

!  Yes! Send me 1 ful l  year of OnSato for only $45.00'
E Send me 2 ful l  years of OnSatGr for only 979.00. '

STATE zlP

Dealer Authorization#
Dealer Name

E Please send me a free sample copy.
.Continental USA Only. Alaska, Hawaii, Canada, Puerto Rico and Mexico $85.00 per year. Write for foreign rates.
..Continental USA Only. N.C. Residents add 41/2"/" sales tax.
Please allow 2 weeks for delivery of first issue.

! Check or Money Order Enclosed E Visao n MasterCardo
(Sorry, we are unable to bi l l . )
Card Number Exp. Date
You can call us toll f ree for Visaer or MasterCardo orders at 1-8OO-438-2O20 (NC Residents 1 -800-331 -1 694).
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Advertiser lndex
1 .  ADM .  27

2. Avcom . Inside Front Cover.20-21

3. Bob Cooper 37

4. Coop's Sub 24

5. DH Satell i te . 1

6 . E S P  . 5

7. Fluke Mfg. Co.

8. Galaxy 36

9. Gourmet .

10.  Gul f  33

11.  Hidden Signals  31

12. Kaul-Tronics Inside Back Cover

13. Luxor 6-7

4014. Merrimac Satell i te .

15. Micro Link Technology

16. Nemal Electronics .

17 .  NSC .  . Back Cove

18. OnSat

19 .  SMtC 33

35

34

31

20. STV Product Review Book

21. STV Satell i te Data Book

22. West Inc.

. 3

40

31
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39

Use Your Wireless Control

FROM ANY ROOM!
Works  w i th  most  in f ra red
remote  cont ro l  rece ivers  o r  VCR's .

v1"TwlutNftK-

swrTc]t coMPoilEitTs

and Retai l  Sales

foR YouR rv

|tri/illlllllNTlVl
MULTI"ROOM IELEY'S'ON

SYSTEM

Wholesale

800.545.3522
In Wisconsin 800-362 -7212

(Authorized Video Link" Distributor)

MERRIMAC lsFncE E
SATELLITE @
327 Pattsaoe Sr. Mernmac wt 53561 -

LO.
SERVIGE CENTER

INTERSAT IO 160 & 170
REPAIR FACILITY

TOTAL UPDATES

1.5 SOFTWARE AVAILABLE

FEATURING
RAMSTAR

REPLACEMENT MOTOR DRIVES

Call MIGRO-LINK TECHNOLOGY
AT 314-781-8668

FOR RETURN AUTHORIZATION
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THE BEST GETS

Ktlul-Tfonics, the com-
pany known for QUAL|TY &
PRICINC, now offers a com-
plete l ine of Trans Series
Mesh Antennas.
The Trans-8 & Trans-6 join the Trans-
10X (12 nb design) and the equal ly
hot sel l ing Trans-10 (18 r ib designl .

The two-step rib
assemblv assures the
fastest instal lation in the
industry.

The Trons Series Contlnues the
Trndltlon of Ercellence Found
in The ilouo Strrlntess Steel
AntennoSl

Kf,0L-TROI{lCS, lJlC. -
Rt.2 . Box 637 r Richiand Center, Wl 53581 r 608/647-8902

REGIONAL OFFICES: Kaui.Tronlcs Rocky Mountatn, 4919 North
Broadway, Eoulder, CO 80302, Phone (303) S3{J,-5422

Kaul-Tronlcs West,4295 Unlt D
South Arvll le St., Las Vegas

NV 89103, Phone (702) 362.5816
Kaul-Tronics Southeast,

Suite One, 1700 Cumberland Polnl
SE, Marletta, GA 30067
Phone (404) 955-6682

BETTER!



Today and Tomorrow rlEScraWEIer'
Sel ls l tse l fo. .

Permanently lubricated
motorized mount

Perlorated aluminum .040 thick
4 ghz & 12 ghz compalable

Patenled hub design for easy
instal lat ion

CALL. . NATIONAT SATETLITE COIUMUNICAMONS'"
(EXCLUSTVE WORLDWTDE DTSTRI BUTOR)

efH5crembler
(ups SHTPPABLE . EASY INSTALLATTON, I BOLTS)

RONEER MEMBER OF

O NATIONALSATELLITECOMMUNICATIONST9s5 NsFNtrE

NAft}NAL 1-800-833-4485
rNN.Y. 1-800-522-3538

Snap togelher rim for easy
inslal lat ion

.,),., . *ur,r

,',-ifu;.w


